Semantic compositionality: Esperanto
word formation for language technology*
KLAUS SCHUBERT

Abstract
For the use of Esperanto as an intermediate language in machine translation,
a productive system of word formation that yields complex word forms with
a predictable meaning is an essential asset. The study investigates the
elements of the word-formational system of Esperanto and pays special
attention to the combinatorial rules that allow the derivation of the meaning
of complex word forms. An elaborate word grammar is presented and those
aspects are pointed out which have a cross-linguistic bearing. The limitations
of compositionality are discussed, which leads to some insights about the
opposition of rule-based versus probabilistic techniques in computational
linguistics.
1.

Infinite use of finite means

A fundamental goal of computational linguistics is to make intelligent
computer systems fit for handling human language with both its regularity
and its irregularity. A phenomenon of essential importance to many
advanced developments in language technology is semantic compositionality. There is no way to make computer systems "understand" texts in
plain language unless the linguistic rules and mechanisms that build up
complex meanings from the smallest meaningful elements are exhaustively
accounted for. In the present contribution, I shall study semantic compositionality with a specific interest in word formation, and I shall focus on
word formation in Esperanto. This choice of object field makes it possible
to view semantic compositionality in an especially clear light: in Esperanto
word formation, the regularities of semantic composition are hardly
troubled by syntactic peculiarities.
The present study does not contain any computational formalisms. It
is my conviction that in the spirit of modular systems design the linguistic
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facts that underlie a software system can and should be described irrespective of the technicalities of a particular implementation (cf. Schubert
1988a). Nevertheless this study is written for immediate computational
use. The investigation of Esperanto word formation described here was
carried out within the framework of the DLT machine translation project.1 This practical interest notwithstanding, I shall also look at how the
central linguistic concepts investigated here were formed in the thinking
of the grammarians.
Section 1 prepares the ground by positioning semantic compositionality
at the word-formational level in the frameworks of language technology
and grammatical theory. Section 2 presents a theory of semantic compositionality in Esperanto word formation with many links to other languages, and section 3 discusses a competitive approach from the field of
logic, presents a way of anchoring the Esperanto theory in general linguistics and language philosophy, and looks at the limitations of compositionality. The latter ideas lead me to some brief thoughts about the opposition
of rule-based versus probabilistic techniques in computational linguistics.
1.1. Semantic compositionality in language technology
Speech and voice recognition, machine translation, and integrated document management are but some of the fields of language technology
where the demand for language-related knowledge is increasing. A few
examples can illustrate what kind of knowledge is needed in applications
that are being addressed in advanced developments:
Spelling checkers. Most present spelling checkers work on the basis of
extensive word lists and do not answer more than the question whether
or not a given word exists in the language. Since most available systems
derive from designs originally made for English, inflected forms are
normally catered for by exhaustive lists. However, open-ended phenomena like the productive word formation in German or Swedish can
only be covered poorly with such an approach. Such spelling checkers
bother the user annoyingly often with correct but unrecognized words.
It is a still more complicated problem to include mechanisms that recognize words that exist but are incorrect since they do not fit in the syntax
or the semantics of the sentence. For advanced correction, knowledge of
semantic compositionality is needed.
Japanese word processing. Of the three Japanese alphabets, only the two
kana alphabets of 51 basic syllabic characters each fit on a keyboard.
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The kanji system includes several tens of thousands of ideograms and is
in principle open-ended. Japanese text is normally typed in on a kana
(or a Latin) keyboard. The software should then transform a string of
kana characters into a single ideogram. Due to homophony, the kanakanji correspondence is highly ambiguous. A simple solution is to let the
user scroll through a menu of possible ideograms for every kana string:
a slow and boring method. The menu technique can be speeded up
somewhat by making the ideogram suggestions turn up in frequency
order. A comfortable solution, however, is not achieved until the software
is equipped with appropriate knowledge to choose the right ideogram on
the basis of a certain understanding of the surrounding sentence(s), thus
by making use of semantic compositionality at the sentence and the
text level.
Speech recognition. Especially in systems for the recognition of continuous speech, the central linguistic problem — to be resolved subsequent
to the acoustic and engineering phases of the overall process — is how
to transform a chain of sound representations into words that make up
a meaningful utterance. This is a problem of probability decisions in
context that cannot be resolved without knowledge of semantic compositionality. At an abstract linguistic level, it is by and large equivalent to
the kana-kanji problem.
Information retrieval. A central user function in textual databases is
retrieval by means of key words. The search is performed on the basis
either of index terms or of the full text of the documents. Finding in a
text a key word that was literally entered by a user does not require
linguistic knowledge. Things become complicated as soon as one requires
a comfortable interface in which the users can, for instance, search a
database of documents in various languages formulating the key words
in only one language, or picking out all documents whose index terms
(or whose full text) have something to do with the key word rather than
containing it literally. For such intelligent applications, knowledge is
needed about synonymy, semantic proximity and contrast, and translation equivalence — and about semantic compositionality.
Machine translation. In automatic or computer-aided translation, one
of the notorious problems is lexical transfer. A given source-language
word very often has more than one equivalent in the target language and
the choice among them depends on the context. Again, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge is needed to make the system base its
decisions on a certain degree of "understanding" of the text.
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Acquiring, representing, and providing to software systems knowledge
of language is not only a question of formalizing and representing the
knowledge that in principle is available in grammar books and handheld dictionaries. At the expense of many fruitless efforts the languagetechnology community has come to understand that the application of
language-related knowledge to computer systems also sets new goals for
continued and deeper fundamental research in a variety of very diverse
fields that all have to do with language and cognition. Semantic compositionality holds a central position among them.
1.2.

The place of word formation in the grammatical system

Some computational linguists use the term grammar, and sometimes even
the term linguistics, to mean 'syntax'. In my usage of terms (Schubert
1987: 14-15), grammar is the study of the entire internal system of the
language, including both the form and the content side of the linguistic
sign. Grammar includes syntax and semantics. I use the terms syntax and
semantics at all levels of grammatical analysis, from the text level, via
the sentence level and the syntagma (phrase) level, down to the word
level. The present study is concerned with the word level. Word grammar
describes the syntactic and semantic relationships among the elements of
a word. By analogy with the common distinction of function words and
content words, function morphemes and content morphemes can be
distinguished among the meaningful elements of words. Details aside,
morphology studies the mechanisms that combine content morphemes
with function morphemes, while word formation studies the combination
of content morphemes with each other.
In a study of word grammar, a definition of the term word would be
in place. However, after many erudite discussions in theoretical grammar
it is still far from obvious exactly what is considered to be a word. In
the practice of computational linguistics, however, a slightly refined version of the well-loved definition "everything between two blanks" is still
the most workable, all theoretical drawbacks notwithstanding.2
1.3. Productive semantic composition
The above examples from the practice of language technology illustrate
the need to make knowledge of compositionality in language accessible
to computer systems. In the four decades of computational linguistics so
far, the complexity of this task was gravely underestimated for quite
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some time. The essential property that makes human language so
extremely versatile, but at the same time so extraordinarily complex and
difficult to describe, is its infinite expressive power. Wilhelm von
Humboldt (1836: 106) recognized this in his famous saying, "Sie [=
language] muß daher von endlichen Mitteln unendlichen Gebrauch
machen." Most present-day linguists know this insight of Humboldt's
only because it is quoted by Noam Chomsky (1972 [1965]: 8). It is
characteristic that the infiniteness of language was rediscovered by him,
since Chomsky is one of the most prominent protagonists of the revolution in linguistic thinking brought about by the first contact with computers during the early attempts at machine translation.
Humboldt's remark points at a fundamental property of language:
compositionality. Infinite expressiveness cannot be achieved on the basis
of finite means unless there are mechanisms that compose new expressions
from existing elements. One of these mechanisms is word formation. It
has been noted that the complex words studied in word formation are in
many cases semantically opaque. More precisely, they are opaque with
regard to the semantic relation between the elements of the complex
word, and as a consequence the semantic subprocesses for the analysis
and synthesis of complex words in advanced natural-language processing
systems often have to resort to probabilistic and analogical techniques
where no sufficiently exact rules are available. Semantic opacity or vagueness is an essential feature of the infinite expressive power of language,
so that no full-fledged application can get by without some probabilistic
mechanisms (see section 3.4). Although semantic opacity may by some
be considered an irregular feature of language, there still is a good deal
of regularity in the word-formational mechanisms, and this regularity
should be taken into account before resorting to probabilistic guesswork.
The present study encompasses the regularities in word formation. It
should be read as a suggestion to use rules where rules can be formulated
with confidence and, at the same time, to localize the limits beyond which
we cannot proceed without probabilism.

2.

A concise theory of word formation

Semantic compositionality can be studied especially well in word formation, because the building blocks of complex words are put together
without much syntactic mortar. Moreover, the grammatical system of
agglutinative languages tends to rely heavily on semantics and make less
use of syntactic instruments (Bodmer 1968 [1944]: 202), so that Esperanto
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as a radically agglutinative language lends itself particularly well to this
investigation.
In this section I give a brief account of a substantial part of the word
grammar of Esperanto. In section 2.1 I discuss to what extent Esperanto
can be compared to or even be taken as a prototype for conditions in
other, ethnic, languages. In section 2.2 I introduce the reader to the
syntactic structure of Esperanto words, setting out the elements for the
discussion in section 2.3, where I describe the semantic regularities that
make it possible to infer the meaning of Esperanto compounds given the
meanings of the individual morphemes. Apart from some findings of my
own, I basically relate and translate into present-day linguistic terms a
theory worked out in the 1920s by Kaiman Kalocsay on the basis of
work done by Rene de Saussure (Ferdinand's brother) in the period
around the First World War. This theory is based on three fundamental
concepts, viz. the compositionality of Esperanto words, a system of semantic morpheme classes, and a form of semantic "induction" called morpheme effect. While the compositionality stems from Zamenhof, the
author of Esperanto, the morpheme classes are mainly linked to
Saussure's work and the morpheme effect to Kalocsay's. I discuss the
morpheme classes in section 2.3.1 and the morpheme effect in
section 2.3.2.
2.1. Esperanto as a prototype for compositional word formation?
For a study of semantic compositionality in word formation Esperanto
is a worthwhile subject, because it is compositional to a particularly high
degree. The findings obtained from such a study of Esperanto will have
a certain general validity for ethnic languages, because Esperanto word
formation is in a sense prototypical for these languages.
Both features — compositionality and prototypicality — are direct
consequences of the special sociolinguistic setting of a planned auxiliary
language. As a language intended for worldwide use, Esperanto had to
be extremely easy to learn. Zamenhof designed his language in such a
way that the learner would have to learn only a limited number of basic
words (more precisely, morphemes, as is shown below). From these
primitive elements, the learner should then be able to build up a large
vocabulary. In a second-language community with speakers of diverse
native languages this can only work if the mechanism of word construction is strictly regular for both the synthesis and the analysis of words.
The idea that people with different native languages can communicate
thanks to a strictly regular word-formational system is the quintessence
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of Esperanto. Zamenhof meant this literally. He suggested that a person
totally unfamiliar with the language could understand a letter in
Esperanto exclusively by means of a bilingual dictionary of Esperanto
morphemes. Since the dictionary would contain all morphemes including
grammatical formatives, the addressee would not need any knowledge
whatsoever as to the grammar of Esperanto.3 This is what is meant when
Esperanto is sometimes called a language without grammar (e.g. by van
Oostendorp 1991).
In the first booklet in which Zamenhof launches the Esperanto project
he explains how this is possible (Zamenhof 1887, here quoted from 1939
[1903]: 248-253). The whole idea is most intriguing to anyone interested
in unconventional thinking in grammatical theory. Zamenhof explains
that he made his language LOOK like a European language with ostensibly
inflectional endings so that it should not seem too unfamiliar (that is,
too unfamiliar to his main target group, educated Europeans of the
nineteenth century). However, Zamenhof says, in essence Esperanto is
totally different. There are no inflections at all: the language consists of
invariable, independent MORPHEMES each of which can be looked up
separately in a dictionary. Along with roots, all prefixes, suffixes, endings,
etc., are included in this scheme. When I call the units of this exercise
in applied semantic compositionality MORPHEMES, I am interpreting
Zamenhof's words from the point of view of the external shape of the
written language. Zamenhof does not speak of morphemes, but of invariable vortoj 'words'. This, in a radical sense lexicalist, approach of
Zamenhof's has given rise to a variety of analyses that classify Esperanto
as a typologically non-Indo-European or even as an isolating language
(Gasinec 1984: 62). Zamenhof's explanation is discussed, among others,
by Janton (1987: 79-82; see also Trunte 1975; Cherpillod 1988: 19-23).
Apart from this recipe for deciphering Esperanto texts, Zamenhof did
not tell the users of his language exactly HOW to build complex words.
He relied on providing a vast number of models and examples: In my
view, Zamenhof could refrain from describing the rules of word formation
more explicitly only because he could tacitly refer to a common stock of
models in the first learners' native languages. Naturalist projects of
planned languages (to which group Esperanto does not belong) imitate
ethnic, mostly Romance, languages in such a way that a reader (with, as
one should add, a classical European education) should understand a
text without previous acquaintance with the language (cf. Schubert 1989a:
251-253). Naturalist planned languages, such as Latino sine flexione by
Giuseppe Peano (1903), Occidental by Edgar von Wahl (Blanke 1985:
161-167), Novial by Otto Jespersen (1928a, 1928b, 1928c), or Interlingua
by Alexander Gode (Gode and Blair 1971 [1951]), achieve this goal at
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the cost of a good deal of irregularity, competing paradigms in syntax
and word formation, etc.4 Esperanto, by contrast, belongs to the schematic group.5 Like many naturalist projects, Esperanto draws heavily on
Romance vocabulary, but unlike these, Esperanto borrows not words
but only morphemes of ethnic origin.
It is because of Zamenhof's idea that an unprepared reader should be
able to understand an Esperanto text with a morpheme dictionary as his
only guide that I call word grammar the quintessence of Esperanto. What
Zamenhof basically says is that information about the meaning of morphemes is all one needs to know in order to understand the language.
From a point of view of general language theory this approach is very
instructive. During the first decennia of Esperanto practice when there
still was no established norm in the Esperanto community itself, this
approach relied on the availability of models from the ethnic languages
on a level much more deeply inside the language system than did the
naturalist approaches. Zamenhof makes use of common intuition about
word-formation mechanisms, especially the ability of the unprepared
reader to make semantic inferences over compositional expressions.
Through this reliance on an abstract, unreflected, and apparently to some
extent cross-linguistically available mechanism, semantic compositionality is at the core of the design of Esperanto. This is part of the answer
to the question why it is expedient to study Esperanto for general insights
into semantic compositionality in word formation.
After a century of practical use of this grammatical system with its
heavy bias toward word formation, it is safe to judge that the system has
successfully grown into communicative use and that its development has
stabilized (cf. Sakaguchi 1992). It has stabilized to such an extent that
usage today is more regular than in the first decennia. A number of wordformational loan patterns of the early years that did not comply with the
strict semantic compositionality of Esperanto have become obsolete
(Schubert 1989a: 255). The reason for this strong tendency to maintain
the regularity and semantic compositionality of the system is the fact
that Esperanto is an interethnic, vehicular language. Other languages,
such as the languages of the former European colonial powers, are
frequently used in the same, vehicular, function, but for them this is a
side function with little effect on the development of the language as a
whole. For Esperanto, the interethnic use is its primary and virtually
exclusive function, which conditions its development to a very high degree
(cf. Bagger 1986: 16). Esperanto owes its extreme reluctance to accept
idiomatization to the same factor. (It is not totally free of idiomaticity,
though; see section 3.3.) This resistance to idiomatizing tendencies in
language development gives rise to two observations: first, this is one of
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the characteristics that make Esperanto suitable for the function of an
intermediate language in machine translation (Schubert 1988b, 1992).
Second, the kind of regularity in Esperanto that is interesting from the
point of view of language science should be sought not so much at the
morphological and syntactic level, which is so often emphasized in
Esperanto promotional material, but at a more abstract and less visible
level: the level of semantic compositionality.
The observation that Esperanto's development is stable is important
for assessing the relevance of the findings of Esperanto word-formation
theory to other languages. Of course by stable development Ϊ do not
mean that development has stopped. Esperanto is not frozen but continues to develop. The danger that the language would fall apart, so often
evoked by critics, is no longer present. Ferdinand de Saussure (1969
[1916]: 111) pointed out that it was impossible to create a language that
would remain invariable, but that a language like Esperanto, when successful, would inevitably be subject to the same laws of language development as all other languages. By now, Esperanto has reached this stage.
Since Esperanto has thus reached the convergence point in the development of ethnic and planned languages, the findings for Esperanto word
formation are in principle compatible with regularities in ethnic languages. I shall return to the transferability of word-formational regularities from Esperanto to ethnic languages.
2.2.

Word syntax

One of the few but fundamental rules with which Zamenhof provided
the users of his language states that all morphemes can be combined and
used in whatever combination if only the complex word thus obtained
makes sense. He did not say in too much detail how one could make
sure that what makes sense to the speaker will also make sense (and the
same sense) to the hearer. Zamenhof may have intuitively felt the impossibility of describing a language exhaustively by means of rules. Such an
insight would make his thinking very modern indeed. In any case he
preferred to give examples rather than working out a detailed word
grammar. As we can see today, this worked very well in the sense that
coherent usage developed on the basis of the first examples (and, in the
first decennia, on the basis of models from ethnic languages).
Before addressing the semantic aspects of Esperanto word formation,
I will now describe the elements of the system and the word-syntactic
rules that control their use. The terms I use are mainly my own English
versions of Esperanto terms chosen by Kaiman Kalocsay, who is the
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principal originator of the word-formation theory related here (Kalocsay
1970 [1931]: 7-48). His account became part of the Plena analiza
gramatiko de Esperanto, the most comprehensive reference grammar of
Esperanto to date (Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985 [1980]).6 Kalocsay's
wordings are in part based on terms coined by other scholars before him,
in particular by Rene de Saussure. The theory that I present in an
abbreviated form is basically Kalocsay's elaboration of Saussure's ideas.
I presented parts of this interesting theory to English-speaking readers
in an earlier paper (Schubert 1989a), where I also added some refinements
to the theory. I have further worked out my own contribution for the
present article, especially the dependency-grammatical description.
Except for the diminutive forms of proper names, kinship terms, etc.,
Esperanto words are totally agglutinative. All words are made up of
clearly distinct morphemes that do not undergo any changes whatsoever
through ablaut, umlaut, gradation, assimilation, or the like. Due to this
perspicuous structuring of the word, which is directly reflected in
Esperanto's phonemic orthography, it is always possible to mark morpheme boundaries in written words.7
Esperanto has a finite set of function words and four open classes of
content words. I distinguish function and content words purely on the
basis of their internal structure, avoiding discussing issues of possible
semantic classification criteria such as the semantic content of pronouns.
According to this definition, function words are all either (1) words that
consist of a single morpheme or (2) words whose rightmost morpheme
is independent. I call independent morphemes those morphemes that CAN
stand alone, making up a complete word. (Strictly speaking, definition
[2] is sufficient, but most cases in real life fall under the restricted condition
of definition [1].) One-morpheme function words are, for example,
(1)

kaj
pri
unu
la
mi
pli

'and'
'about'
One'
'the'
T
'more'

(CONJUNCTION)
(PREPOSITION)
(NUMERAL)
(ARTICLE)
(PRONOUN)
(ADVERB)

These are independent morphemes. Complex function words by definition
(2) are
(2)

malpli
ek'de

opposite + 'more' = 'less'
(PREFIX + ADVERB = ADVERB)
inchoative + 'from' = 'beginning from [temporal]'
(PREFIX + PREPOSITION = PREPOSITION)
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'two' + 'hundred' = 'two hundred'
(NUMERAL + NUMERAL = NUMERAL)

The internal syntax of content words is somewhat more complex. All
content words in Esperanto have the following basic structure from left
to right (no brackets: one instance; square brackets: zero or one instance;
angled brackets: zero or more instances):
(3)

WORD

(4)
(5)

RIGHT STEM
LEFT STEM

-* < LEFT STEM > + RIGHT STEM +
ENDING+[DECLENSION MORPHEME]
-> < PREFIX > + ROOT + < SUFFIX >
-> RIGHT STEM + [ENDING]

The definition is recursive, so that there is no limit in principle to the
maximal length of words.8 By an intuitive estimate, two-stem words are
common, three-stem words are rare, and words with more stems are
hardly ever found. As for the minimal length, the formulae show that a
content word consists of at least a root and an ending. Prefixes, roots,
suffixes, endings, and declension morphemes are the categories of morphemes in Esperanto that can be distinguished on the basis of wordsyntactic distribution. The classification should be refined by semantic
criteria (as discussed below), which yield a division of prefixes into
prefixoids and prefixes proper and of suffixes into suffixoids and suffixes
proper. This classification, which I have derived from Kalocsay's theory,
is illustrated in Table 1. Several alternative classifications are discussed
by Ryszard Rokicki (1987).
The open (content) word classes in Esperanto are verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, and nouns. As is shown in formulae (3), (4), and (5) above, each
of these words consists of at least two morphemes; content words are
not complete without an ending, which is a word-class-identifying morpheme. The endings are '<z (adjective), *e (adverb), Ό (noun), and for the
verb '/ (infinitive), las (present tense), lis (past tense), OS (future tense),
'us (conditional) and {u (imperative).9 As is shown in (5) above, endings
occur not only at the end of words but also inside complex words, where
they can serve as linking morphemes (urb'o'dorrio 'town' + noun
ending + 'house' + noun ending ='town hall'). In the word-final position,
the ending cannot be followed by any more morphemes, except for the
two declension morphemes: the marker of the accusative, the only oblique
case in Esperanto, X can be attached to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs;
the plural marker, 'y, can be attached to nouns and adjectives. When
both occur, lj precedes ln. The declension morphemes are also used with
certain endingless function words, like khffn 'which' + plural + accusa-
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Table 1. Classification of Esperanto morphemes
Category

Morpheme10

Word

Prefix proper

bo' '-in-law'

bo'palr'o 'father-in law'

Prefixoid

ek' inchoative
mis' 'mis-'

ek'flug'i inchoative + 'fly' = 'take off'
mis'ir'i 'mis-' 4- 'walk' = 'to get lost'

Root

kur1 'to run'
bei' 'beautiful'
pord 'door'

kur'i 'to run'
her a 'beautiful'
pordo 'door'

Suffix proper

eg' intensifier

kur' eg' i 'to run quickly'
bel'eg'a 'very beautiful'
pord eg' ο 'gate'11

Suffixoid

af object of an
activity
ul' person
characterized by
the property
expressed in the
root

mang'aj'o'to eat' + object = 'food'
grav'ul'o 'important' -1- person =
'important person', 'V.I.P.'

Ending

Ό noun
'a adjective

pordo 'door'
pord a 'door [attributive]', e.g. la porda
flanko de la domo 'the door side of
the house'

Declension morpheme

'n accusative

li'n 'him'
pordo> n 'door [object]', e.g. Fermu la
pordon 'Shut the door*
pordo'j 'doors [object]', e.g. Fermu la
pordojn 'Shut the doors'

7 plural

tive, as in Liforgesis laflorojn kiujn li acetis 'He forgot the flowers which
[OBJECT] he had bought'.
Given formulae (3) to (5), which I have derived from observation of
common Esperanto as it is used in practice, it becomes obvious that
really not all combinations of morphemes are possible. There are wordsyntactic restrictions. However, Esperanto word formation is more creative than the three formulae suggest at first sight. In a sense, the only
hard rules about morpheme positions in complex words are those for
endings and declension morphemes. This could be illustrated by words
such as mal1 o Opposite [NOUN]' (PREFIX+ENDING), a?o 'thing'
(SUFFIX+ENDING), which seem to violate (3), or kompar'o'ar'o 'to
compare' + noun + 'set of' + noun = 'set of comparison [mathematical
term]', which seems to violate (4) (ROOT+ENDING + SUFFIX +
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ENDING: the ending between root and suffix is apparently not covered
by [4]).
Formulae (3) to (5) can be brought into agreement with these words
as well, if one accepts the additional rule
(6) ROOT: prefixes, suffixes, and function words can be used as roots.12
It may be justified to ask at this stage whether (6) doesn't make the entire
morpheme classification above superfluous. Isn't there simply one broad
set of morphemes, from which only endings and declension morphemes
are separated? Isn't Esperanto word syntax as simple as
(7) * WORD -> < ROOT > + ENDING + [DECLENSION
MORPHEME]
with some refinements to accomodate for the linking internal endings?
Conventional approaches to grammar do not take frequency into account.
They do not distinguish frequent from rare forms, they distinguish only
forms that do and forms that do not exist in the language. This approach
is very common in all schools of grammar, so that it makes no difference
that the word structure PREFIX + ROOT + ENDING is much more
frequent than ROOT-f PREFIX-f ENDING. If the latter exists at all,
both forms are equally grammatical. If Esperanto word formation is
viewed in this way, (7) may be more or less correct — but only if one
restricts the description to the internal SYNTAX of words.
A refined version of (7) could suffice to describe which morphemes can
be combined with which morphemes in Esperanto, in other words to do
what Mark Aronoff (1976: 17-18) calls the task of word formation:
enumerate the class of all possible words of the language. For the present
investigation, however, this information is not of much use, because in
agglutinative languages, both ethnic and planned, there is not so much
to describe at the level of word syntax. As Bodmer (1968 [1944]: 202)
puts it, the grammar of such languages "is mainly concerned with meaning." A formula like (7) may formally render Zamenhof's rule on free
combination of virtually all morphemes, but it certainly does not comply
with the need in both language technology and theoretical linguistics to
infer the meaning of complex expressions. In a language whose grammar
is mainly concerned with meaning, a purely syntactic rule is insufficient
for this purpose.
For every language it is essential that the hearer can understand what
the speaker means, but for a vehicular, interethnic language, there is an
additional emphasis on the need to be able to construe and analyze
complex expressions in a REGULAR, intersubjectively obvious way. This
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same condition applies to linguistic representations that function inside
intelligent computer systems. Here the requirements meet, and this is one
of the reasons Esperanto is used, for example, as an intermediate language
in machine translation (Schubert 1988b, 1992).
Thus, in order to write a word grammar of Esperanto that complies
with these needs, I do not adopt rule (7) but maintain instead the
morpheme classification described above, which yields the word-syntactic
formulae (3) to (5) with the complementary rule (6).13 The semantic
impact of these rules is the topic of the next subsection.
2.3.

Word semantics

It is in the interest both of the easy learnability of Esperanto and of
Esperanto's suitability for meaning-based computer systems that a mechanism should be available that, on the analysis side, infers the meaning of
a complex word given the meanings of its elements and, on the synthesis
side, reliably predicts the meaning of a complex word to be composed
from known elements. The semantic part of Esperanto's word grammar,
given in this subsection, pursues that goal.
The word semantics of Esperanto is centered upon three basic concepts:
compositionality, morpheme classes, and morpheme effect. As mentioned
in section 2 above, the compositionality is a fundamental property of the
language and stems from Zamenhof.
2.3.1. A semantic classification of morphemes. In a language where it
is permitted to combine virtually any morphemes in any order,14 it is a
straightforward idea to assume a priori that all morphemes are equal
with respect to the rules of semantic composition. When this idea was
actually put forward in the 20th year of Esperanto, it brought about a
long and vigorous quarrel about which there are still bad feelings in the
movement, and eventually it led to a schism. I shall return to the linguistically relevant aspects of this story in section 3.1 below. Emile Boirac was
the first (Albault 1982) to suggest that the morphemes are not equal but
belong to a number of classes each of which has a specific behavior in
word formation (Couturat and Leau 1910b: 18-19). Boirac stipulated
that a bare morpheme (he spoke about roots) out of context and without
a word-class-identifying ending can already be classed on semantic
grounds as verbal, nominal, etc. He called this property specificite des
racines or caractere grammatical.
Boirac's idea came to be worked out more thoroughly by Rene de
Saussure. Although Saussure obviously began his study with the intention
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of defending Esperanto (see section 3.1), he became — in the eyes of
present-day interlinguists — the first to address Esperanto with an unbiased descriptive interest. Besides those who either condemned or defended
the language in toto, quite a few authors had written about Esperanto
with a predefined grammatical system in mind and suggested changes in
Esperanto where it failed to comply with their theories. Rene de Saussure
was the first who accepted Esperanto as it was and tried to describe its
logic and its regularity. It was through his agency that interlinguistics
became a branch of language science, as Sergej Kuznecov (1982: 87, 1987:
138) says.15 The transition from a prescriptive to a descriptive attitude
necessitates thorough and large-scale observation of linguistic facts. It is
in particular through his extremely rich and thorough recording of actual
usage that Eugen Wüster acquired merit in the study of Esperanto word
formation (e.g. Wüster 1923a, 1923b, 1927).
Saussure followed Boirac in the insight that the tacit assumption of
equal status for all morphemes did not comply with observable usage.
In his analysis, the morphemes fall into four16 classes of different "grammatical character." I will call these classes in English morpheme classes.
Since all content words in Esperanto are complex, there is a clear distinction between words and morphemes. Word classes (parts of speech) are
a property of complete words. The question is whether the bare morphemes as such belong to something like a word class. Kur'i 'to run' is a
verb, kur'o *a run' a noun, kur'a '[related to running], running' an adjective, and fcwr'e '[in a manner related to running], by running* an adverb.
But what is kurie! The equal-status theorists claim that the bare morpheme
is not classified. Boirac and Saussure say kur1 is a verb, or rather, a
morpheme of verbal character.
None of those who discussed this morpheme classification explicitly
distinguished syntax and semantics, not even Rene de Saussure, who
might have heard from his brother about the form and the content side
of the linguistic sign. Those interlinguists who still today do not acknowledge the morpheme classes (against: e.g. Szerdahelyi 1976a: 130, 1976b:
9-10; Janton 1973: 61 if., 1987: 82; in favor: e.g. Aymonier 1921:123-129;
Isbrucker 1959; Kiselman 1988: 66) often use the argument that a word
class is a syntactic thing that cannot be detected in a form out of its
syntagmatic or inflectional context, and especially not in a form that
cannot function as an independent entity in the network of syntactic
relations. However, the morpheme classification intended by Boirac and
Saussure is semantic (cf. Kalocsay 1980 [1938]: 5). It occurs to me,
therefore, that syntactic objections are irrelevant. Accordingly, I shall
adopt the morpheme classification and define it as follows:
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Definition: Morpheme class
When a content morpheme is viewed out of context, its meaning can
be clearly identified as an element of one of the sets events, qualities,
circumstances, and items. The morpheme is accordingly assigned
to either the verbal, the adjectival, the adverbial, or the nominal
morpheme class.
The semantic nature of this classification notwithstanding, there is of
course a strong link to the four classes of content words. Although I
have earlier pleaded for a strictly syntactic method of defining word
classes (Schubert 1987: 46-50), I am aware of the fact that verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns, respectively, have a characteristic semantic
feature in common (cf. Schubert 1987: 226). This distinctive semantic
feature is found in very many languages, so that these four word classes
exist in a large number of languages, whereas there is much less crosslinguistic uniformity for function words.
Boirac and Saussure's analysis is strongly influenced by Zamenhof's
idea of a language made up of invariable lexical units that express all the
content and function information needed in a functioning language.
Boirac (Couturat and Leau 1910b: 18) directly refers to Zamenhof's
Universala vortaro of 1893, a standard dictionary that became part of the
Fundamento de Esperanto (Zamenhof 1963 [1905]). The Universala vortaro
translates Esperanto morphemes into French, English, German, Russian,
and Polish, and naturally the target-language equivalents for the content
morphemes of Esperanto are verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns. Even
if he had so wished, Zamenhof obviously could not have translated into
forms neutral as to word class. Most interlinguists are, however, convinced that Zamenhof explicitly wished to link the Esperanto morphemes
to word classes in the ethnic languages. In several cases of word-class
ambiguity, mostly in the English glosses, Zamenhof added disambiguating
information; for example, turn' has the English gloss 'turn (vb.)'
(Zamenhof 1963 [1905]: 226). There are only a very small number of
entries where the glosses in the five ethnic languages differ in word class.
These are considered to be mistakes by Zamenhof. In view of the available
evidence, it seems fair to say that the semantic morpheme classification
was intuitively intended by Zamenhof (although Kuznecov 1987: 137
does not seem to agree). Boirac noted this classification and Saussure
made it explicit. As soon as Zamenhof had received Saussure's essay
(Saussure 1910a) he wrote back that he fully agreed with Saussure's
analysis (Zamenhof 1910). The Esperanto Academy approved Saussure's
theory, in the version complemented by Kalocsay, though not until 1966
(Aktoj 1968: 56-72).
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As mentioned, not all interlinguists agree with the morpheme classification. Among the consequences of this explanation that many critics find
hard to accept is the fact that there is no instrument other than convention
to define the morpheme class, and thereby the word-formational behavior,
of a given morpheme in Esperanto. From the point of view of descriptive
linguistics, this link to convention as the ultimate normative authority is
not a shortcoming of Esperanto but a totally normal property in a human
language. Since morpheme classes are defined by convention, neither
Saussure nor Kalocsay ever succeeded in giving a more "objective"
method to detect the morpheme class of a given morpheme out of context
than relying on intuition and convention (Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985
[1980]: 374).
For the practical purposes of both language learners and computational
linguists, there are ready-to-use reference materials. More up to date and
much more exhaustive than the Universale, vortaro is the Plena ilustrita
vortaro de Esperanto (1987 [1970]). In this largest explanatory Esperanto
dictionary to date the entries are words, not bare morphemes. The ending
of the headwords corresponds to the morpheme class. For example, the
headwords are kur*i, befa, and pordo and not, for instance, kur'o, beti
and porcfa. Since kur1 is a verbal morpheme, the verbal ending '/ is what
Saussure calls pleonasma 'redundant': it does not add anything to the
meaning of the word. Accordingly, the words with the redundant ending
are the most natural words to enter as basic forms in a dictionary. In a
bilingual dictionary this might be triggered by the other language: words
with nonredundant endings are often hard to gloss out of context (witness
my attempts throughout this paper). It is suggestive, however, that it has
always seemed a totally natural (and never disputed) choice to take the
words with redundant endings as basic forms even in a monolingual
Esperanto dictionary where the choice of headword is not steered by any
restrictions in the expressive power of the ethnic target language. In
addition to this very strong linguistic motive, there is also a direct personal
connection between the word grammarians and the lexicographers: the
editor-in-chief of the Plena ilustrita vortaro is Gaston Waringhien,
Kalocsay's coauthor in the Plena analiza gramatiko.
2.3.2. Semantic induction. The concept of a redundant ending leads us
to the technicalities of the semantics in Esperanto word formation. In
the period before the First World War, Saussure's explanations' were
thoroughly studied in the Esperanto Academy. However, a coherent and
exhaustive theory that incorporated and completed Saussure's findings
was worked out in the 1920s by a single person, Kaiman Kalocsay (1970
[1931]: 7-48; Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 367-528). Saussure
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provided the elements and categories of the semantic inference mechanism, Kalocsay found the rules.
Kalocsay distinguishes three basic mechanisms of word formation,
pluformado 'transformation', kunmetado 'compounding', and derivado
'derivation'. The distinction of compounding and derivation is common
in present-day word formation theory. In the common usage of the terms,
compounding is a semantically compositional mechanism, so that,
roughly speaking, the meaning of a compound is the sum of the meanings
of its elements. Derivation is a noncompositional mechanism: a derived
word has something to do with its root, but exactly what the semantic
relationship is, is defined by convention rather than through the meaning
of the elements of the word. Kalocsay's definition is more technical:
compounding is governed by morpheme effect, derivation is not.
The concept of morpheme effect is Kalocsay's most innovative contribution to word-formation theory. It is for this finding that his work
deserves to be studied within and outside interlinguistics circles. To understand what the morpheme effect is, the third type of word-formational
mechanism needs to be explained.
Transformation (a weak translation of pluformado, which literally
means something like Onward formation') is the mechanism that combines roots with nonredundant endings. Transformation is a mechanism
that performs a category transition between word classes. Examples are
given below.
In Esperanto, the transformation mechanism works in an unrestricted
and productive way. By changing no more than an ending, Esperanto
can directly transform words from any of the four content word classes
to any other of these classes, and by the mere addition of an ending each
function word can be made a verb, a noun, etc. (per 'by means of
[PREPOSITION]' -+perli 'to mediate', unu One [NUMERAL]' -»unu l o
'unit'). In the ethnic languages spoken by the, mostly European, esperantists of the first decennia, such transformation mechanisms are often
marked with more visible morphemes (e.g., German -ung for the verb-»
noun transformation); often they are impossible (e.g., the noun -»adjective
transformation in French, which often requires a totally different root:
semaine - hebdomadaire); and they are never as systematic as in Esperanto.
Not surprisingly, as long as the users of Esperanto had no autonomous
language community to rely on, there was quite some hesitation about
the meaning of transformed words. Since the rules for the semantic side
of Esperanto word formation had not been made explicit, there was a
relatively strong temptation to use transformed words to denote a meaning found in French, Latin, German, or Russian, especially where model
words in these languages seemed to be derived in a similarly straightfor-
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ward way as in Esperanto, that is, by minimal means. A good example
is the root korekt* 'to correct'. It was introduced by Zamenhof as a verbal
root, so that korekfa should have the meaning received through a
verb -»adjective transformation, 'related to the activity of correcting' as
in dum la korekta laboro 'during proof-reading' (lit. 'during the correcting
work'). But for speakers not yet too familiar with the inherent regularity
of Esperanto, the temptation is strong to use korekta as the English
adjective correct or its French, German, etc., equivalents (cf. Waringhien
1959: 101).
In the first decennia the inherent regularity of Esperanto gained prevalence over unsystematic copying of ethnic models. To put it in interlinguist
terms, the schematic setup of Esperanto overruled the naturalist tendencies. This prevalence of the inherent over the external factors is of extraordinary importance for the ultimate success of Esperanto in establishing
and maintaining a self-sufficient language system. The stabilization of the
grammatical system of Esperanto, which emphasizes the schematic features and restrains the copying of external patterns, should also be seen
in the light of Louis Hjelmslev's theory of language change: according
to him social factors define WHEN developments can take place, but the
internal disposition of the language system itself defines WHICH developments will "break out" when the external circumstances so permit
(Hjelmslev 1972: 21, 115, 158). In the light of Hjelmslev's findings, I
think it fair to say that a major factor in Zamenhof's achievement is that
he set up the grammatical system of Esperanto in such a way that it
could develop STABLY.
Saussure had established four morpheme classes. His adverbial class is
small. Since these morphemes do not differ in their word-formational
behavior from the adjectival class, in Kalocsay's theory adverbial morphemes are incorporated in the adjectival class. Basically, the meaning
of transformed words can be inferred from the meaning of the stem and
the word-class-identifying morpheme: Ί' 'event', 'a 'quality', '0 'item'.
(Here and elsewhere, I use capital letters as variables for any morpheme
of a given morpheme class, viz. I for verbal, A for adjectival, and Ο
for nominal morphemes. These letters correspond to the word-classidentifying morphemes in Esperanto. This representation has a certain
tradition both in esperantology [cf. Aktoj 1968: 61-63] and outside [cf.
Tesniere 1982 (1959): 64]. I use lower-case italic letters for morphemes
quoted literally, including the word-class endings.)
Transformation type
O'a

Word
porcfa

Example
la pordaflanko de la domo 'the door
side of the house' (<pordo 'door')
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ΟΊ

limaki

A'0

kurago

A1/

neces'i

Γ0

vetur'o

Va

flug'a

la trajno limakis trans la Alpoj 'the
train went at a snail's pace over the
Alps' (<limako 'snail')
kurago 'courage' (<kurag'a
'courageous')
necesas novaj mebloj 'new furniture is
needed'' (<necesla 'necessary')
dum la veturo 'during the journey9
(<vetur*i 'to go [by car, train etc.]')
lafluga distanco estas 200 km 'the air
distance is 200 km' (<flugli 'to fly')

Few, if any, ethnic languages have such a strictly agglutinative word
structure as Esperanto. That in Esperanto the transformation mechanisms
are considered to be part of word formation is clearly due to this property
of the language. However, transformation is not just another esperantologist term lacking a counterpart in mainstream linguistic thinking.
Through the concept of transformation Kalocsay incorporates transitions
between the content word classes into the mechanisms of semantic compositionality. This approach enables him to give an account of compounding
and derivation that is much more technical than the definitions found
elsewhere. For the computational linguist this interlinguist approach to
word formation makes the semantic impact of the mechanisms involved
in "adding up" the meaning of word elements much more palpable and
in this way much more amenable to straightforward modelling in naturallanguage processing systems.
Transformation becomes a prerequisite for the definitions of compounding and derivation through the concept of morpheme effect. In
Esperanto as in many languages (but not all; cf. Zhu 1982), it is a general
rule that in a complex word the right element is the semantic kernel that
is modified by the left element. In generative grammar this is called the
Kopfparameter (von Stechow and Sternefeld 1988: 43) or right-hand head
rule. In the terms of dependency semantics, the right morpheme governs
its left neighbor.17 This is what I above called the right-governor rule
(exceptions are the words with progressive morpheme effect, see below).
Kalocsay's essential observation on this relationship between morphemes
is that in compounds, the meanings are not added up straightforwardly.
The dependent morpheme is incorporated into the meaning of the word
not just as it is, but AS IF IT WERE TRANSFORMED. This is the phenomenon
termed vortefiko 'morpheme effect' by Kalocsay (Kalocsay and
Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 392-393):
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Definition: Morpheme effect
The meaning of a dependent morpheme is incorporated into the
meaning of a compound not as a bare morpheme but as a word.
Its word class is determined by the morpheme class of the governing
morpheme.
To borrow a term from physics, one can say that the governing morpheme "induces" a word class in its dependent. Note that the word class
of the dependent is induced by the morpheme class of the governor alone,
irrespective of the dependent's own morpheme class. The result of the
morpheme effect is made visible by Kalocsay by adding an ending to the
dependent that shows the induced word class. Kalocsay calls such an
ending latentafinajo 'latent ending'. If the latent ending is redundant, the
morpheme effect does not bring about a change. If, however, the latent
ending is nonredundant, then the dependent morpheme is taken into the
meaning of the compound as if it were transformed by means of that
latent ending. This is why transformation is a prerequisite to Kalocsay's
definition of compounding.
It was mentioned that not all interlinguists agree with the notion of
morpheme classes. Those who do normally accept without discussion the
concept of morpheme effect. An interesting exception is Christer Kiselman
(1991), who designs a system of word-class transitions without resorting
to morpheme effect.
A few examples of Kalocsay's reasoning: the compound varm'energto
('warm' + 'energy' + noun) consists of a governing nominal and a dependent adjectival morpheme (A'O'o). This yields the following dependency
tree (in the word-grammatical tree structures each node bears a morpheme; the governing morpheme is shown above the dependent; for each
morpheme, its invariable morpheme class is shown between square
brackets):
(8) energi*

[O]

να/τη1

[A]

The structure of (8) directly parallels the attribute-noun relation at the
syntagmatic level (in the sentence-syntactic tree structures, the nodes bear
complete words and the branch is labelled with the syntactic function of
the dependent; for a dependency syntax of Esperanto, see Schubert
1989b):
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(9) energi'o
ADJU
varma
Despite this parallelism in structure, the semantic interpretation of the
word structure (8) is clearly different from that of the syntagma structure
(9). Varirienergto does not mean varrria energi'o 'warm energy' (the
syntagma represented in [9]), but varm(lo)1 energi'o lit. 'warmth energy',
which in English happens to be called 'thermal energy'. In varm(lo)'energfo a latent ending has been inserted to show the result of the
morpheme effect exercised by the nominal morpheme energi1. In the
word-grammatical tree structures, I use the latent ending to label the
branch, since it is a property of the RELATION between the two morphemes,
not of the dependent morpheme as such:
(10) energi1

[O]

varm'a [A]
To make the picture complete, it should be noted that the word-class
endings are morphemes like energf and varm\ Thus the complete tree of
the word varrri energi1 ο is
(Π)

energi'

varm'a

[O]

[A]
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Another example: bel'kult'o (A'O'o — 'beautiful' + 'cult' + noun) is not
a 'beautiful cult' but a 'cult of beauty' (bel(lo)lkult'o).
With the above examples I have started to describe the structure of
Esperanto words with the instruments of dependency grammar. A few
words of theoretical orientation may be called for before I proceed.
Dependency grammars are relational grammars. As such, they are particularly well suited for the purposes of machine translation, as Heinz Dieter
Maas (1991: 68, 72) points out. A dependency grammar defines patterns
of relational links between the elements of a complex linguistic unit such
as a sentence or a word. For reasons of both theoretical elegance and
implementational ease, it is most often preferable to depict these patterns
in the form of tree structures.
Tree structures are a subset of graphs. They are more restricted than
general graphs, directed graphs, or directed acyclic graphs (the so-called
DAGs). A tree structure, in the strict mathematical sense of the term,
can only be defined by a SINGLE criterion. Any effort to represent two
independent criteria in a single tree structure will fail. If it succeeds, the
criteria are not independent but redundant. A notorious example of such
a failure is the attempt, often undertaken in the constituency syntaxes of
the generative school, to represent in a single tree structure syntactic
constituency and word order (projectivity). Problems arise as soon as
constituency and projectivity require different shapes of the tree, which
is the case with discontinuous elements. Dependency trees are not meant
to represent the sequential ordering of elements in their structure (there
are other means to keep track of sequential order). Still, it is essential to
define the criterion that constitutes the trees. In the present account I
apply only the basic principles of dependency grammar: (1) a dependency
relation holds between two morphemes when the one morpheme opens
a slot for the other, that is, if the one morpheme makes it possible for
the other to be a part of the word. Under the name of valency this
principle is also widely known outside the dependency school. (2) The
direction of the dependency relation is defined by the governor principle
(Schubert 1987: 36; Hudson 1984: 77-78), which stipulates that of a pair
of related morphemes one will have the main characteristics that also
characterize the pair as a whole. An attempt to transpose into dependency
terms the Kalocsay theory would rather have to rely on morpheme effect
as the basic criterion for establishing dependency relations. However, the
morpheme effect does not connect ALL morphemes (see affixes proper,
below), and where morpheme-effect relations hold, they are redundant
to the more general slot-opener relations described in (1).
Morpheme effect is a virtual transformation of the dependent morpheme triggered by the morpheme class of the governing morpheme.
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Each possible governing morpheme class can induce a different word
class in its dependents. The following morpheme effects are encountered
in Esperanto:

(12)

I

I

A

O

Suffixoid

3
This means that a verbal governor can either adverbialize or adjectivize
its dependent, while adjectival and nominal governors nominalize their
dependents. These four morpheme effects have been described by
Kalocsay (Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 393). I have added the
fifth one (Schubert 1989a: 265), which is valid for certain suffixoids only
(the others following one of the four models to the left, depending on
their morpheme class). Examples for all cases will be discussed shortly.
As for word formation, no distinction is made between the adverbial
and the adjectival morpheme class. It should be noted that the induced
property of the dependent morpheme is not a (semantic) morpheme class
but a (syntactic) word class. In the latter category, therefore, adverbs can
occur. As (12) shows, Kalocsay distinguishes in the dependents of verbal
governors two induced word classes, adjectives and adverbs.
Writing not primarily for grammarians but for the users of the language, Kalocsay is anxious to describe the semantic compositionality of
complex Esperanto words in such a way that ready-to-use PARAPHRASES
are obtained. The syntactic form of the paraphrases is carefully designed
to fit into the sentence where the complex word was taken out. (Many
of today's linguists would almost automatically resort to a formal semantic metarepresentation. By contrast, for computational applications such
as machine translation systems that need to be able to cope with unknown
complex words, a paraphrase in words and syntactic constructions that
can be handled by the system is often by far preferable; cf. also Weber
1990: 81.)
As for the double morpheme effect of verbal morphemes, Kalocsay
thus does not give any watertight formalized rule to determine which
effect is obtained under which conditions. He does, however, give many
examples. From the sum of the examples (and a short hint in Kalocsay's
rules; Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 393), the following approximative rule can be derived: the adverbializing effect is the unmarked
option. An adjectivizing effect is only possible when the verb has a valency
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for a predicative. This parallels the situation at the syntagma level: each
verb can have an adverbial adjunct, only some verbs have a valency for
an (adjectival) predicative.
The following are example analyses of compounds. I follow the order
of the five morpheme effects shown in (12).
Verbal governing morpheme:
borifarfi 'to feel fine'
(13) Word:
bori 'good',/ar/' 'to feel'
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes: AT/
Morpheme effect:
'*<-I
fart'i bon'e 'to feel' + 'well'
Paraphrase:
Structure:

fan'

[A]
(14) Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:
Structure:

morfpafi 'to shoot dead'
mort1 'to die', paf 'to shoot'
IT/
'α<-1
pafi mort'a 'to shoot' + 'dead'
'/

paf

[U

mort1

[I]
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In (13) and (14) the two different morpheme effects of verbal governors
are shown. The choice of the appropriate morpheme effect is triggered
by the valency of the corresponding verbs: pafi has a valency for a
predicative (/// pafas lin morta [subject + finite verb -I- direct object +
predicative] 'they shoot him dead'), fart'i has not. Without being too
explicit about the explanation, Kalocsay gives examples that demonstrate
that the choice of morpheme effect (and thereby, the choice of paraphrase)
is triggered by the governor only, irrespective of the dependent. He gives
several examples where the same dependent kun 'with' is adverbialized
by some verbal morphemes and adjectivized by others. (As the example
of the preposition kun shows, function words can enter into word formation. They integrate neatly into the three morpheme classes: prepositions
and one-morpheme adverbs are adjectival morphemes, whereas pronouns,
numerals, and interjections are nominal morphemes. Conjunctions, subjunctions, and the article are not normally used in complex words.) Kun
is adjectivized in kun'rast'i 'to rake together' (AT/; paraphrase rasfi
kun'a 'to rake' + 'together', 'to rake [so that it be] together'). It is adverbialized in kuriludi 'to play together' (AT/; paraphrase ludi kun'e 'to
play' + 'together').
Adjectival governing morpheme:
(15)

Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:

pres'pret'a 'ready for printing'
pres' 'to print', pret1 'ready'
ΓΑ1/
'0<-A
pret'a je pres'o 'ready' + preposition +
'printing'; the preposition je has no
meaning of its own and is used when the
semantic relationship is obvious from the
context but cannot be expressed with any
of the conventional prepositions — by
using this preposition in the paraphrase
Kalocsay nicely shows that the semantic
relationship in this type of compound is
implicit and should be obvious from the
context (if it is not so, the compound
cannot be used).
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Structure:

pret*

[A]

pres1

[I]

Nominal governing morpheme:
(16) Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:

sip'kompani'o 'shipping company'
sip' 'ship', kompant 'company'
ΟΌΌ
hompanfo de sip'o('j) 'company of ship(s)';
the preposition de is not explicitly void of
meaning as je in (15), but it is
approximately as vague as Engl. of. An
example of zero morpheme effect: the
nominal morpheme sip1 is nominalized by
its governor.

Structure:

kompani1

Sip1

[O]

[O]
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(17) Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:

traduk procez'o 'translation process'
traduk 'to translate', procez' 'process'
I'O'o
O<-O
procez1 o de traduk'o 'process of
translation'; the paraphrase nicely shows
that the dependent has been transformed:
traduko has the structure Γ0 and its
meaning is 'the activity of translating'.

Structure:

procez'

traduk'

[O]

[I]

Examples (13) to (17) show compounds of the form ROOT + ROOT
+ ENDING. Although this is a frequent pattern in Esperanto, word
formation by means of AFFIXES is still more frequent. Among the affixes
used, suffixoids are much more frequent than prefixoids, so that it seems
fair to concentrate the discussion on suffixoids. (Prefixes and suffixes
proper are instruments of derivation, not of compounding.) Suffixoids
are short and easy to pronounce between any root and any ending. Their
normal shape is: vowel + one or more consonants. Kalocsay (Kalocsay
and Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 435-437) calls them "doublets" of normal
roots, which have been introduced for practical ease but essentially function in the word-formation mechanism in the same way as the corresponding root. (Such "doublet" pairs of a root and a suffixoid are instrument'
- it 'instrument', membr' - an' 'member' as in tranc'il'o 'to cut' +
'instrument' + noun = 'knife'
or parlament'an'o
'parliament' +
'member' +' noun = 'member of parliament'.) The role of suffixoids in
word formation can thus be explained by much the same rules that apply
to roots: like a root, a suffixoid belongs to one of the morpheme classes
and exercises morpheme effect on its dependents.
There are, however, a few differences that should be borne in mind
when transferring the above models to suffixoid compounds. The
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"doublet" idea overlooks a word-syntactic and a word-semantic difference between suffixoids and roots. First the word-syntactic difference: in
a ROOT + ROOT + ENDING compound, an ending can be inserted
between the first and the second root: ROOT + ENDING + ROOT +
ENDING. This is the latent ending, as discussed above, which is not
only part of the grammarian's metarepresentation but may be inserted
in common Esperanto when needed to facilitate the pronunciation (e.g.,
mangolcambr*ο 'dining room' rather than mang'cambr'o, akvlolfafo
'waterfall' rather than akv'falo). Such an internal ending is impossible
in a ROOT + SUFFIXOID + ENDING compound. Along with the
difference in the internal syntax of the words, there is a word-semantic
difference: the meaning or semantic CONTENT of suffixoids is often somewhat broad and vague, but the semantic RELATION between the suffixoid
and its dependent morphemes is much more precise than in the case of
roots. For example, the suffixoid uf has a vague meaning of 'container',
which can be everything from a box, a suitcase, a tin, a cup, and even a
tree (as container of fruits) to a country (as container of inhabitants).
(The latter two meanings are today felt to be quite distinct from the
general meaning.) As for the semantic relation, however, the ROOT +
SUFFIXOID + ENDING compound paper1 uf ο 'paper' + 'container'
+ noun is more precise than the ROOT + ROOT + ENDING compound paper'skatolΌ 'paper' + 'box' + noun. The latter is ambiguous as
to whether the box is made of paper or contains paper. This ambiguity
is found in noun-noun compounds in ethnic languages as well (cf. Weber
1990: 81 for a computational application for German; Blanke 1975:
109a-b for a comparison German-Esperanto). In Esperanto, a suffixoid
compound like paper'ufo is precise: it contains paper.
The word-syntactic difference between roots and suffixoids is one of
the reasons not to adopt formula (7) above. The possibility of inserting
an ending as a linking vowel may not seem this important, yet this
phenomenon has a corollary that provides nice evidence for the functionality of the root-suffixoid distinction at the semantic level. As stated in
formula (6) above, suffixoids can function as roots. This is normally
illustrated with words of the form SUFFIXOID + ENDING like ufo
'container', if ο 'instrument', ig'i 'to become', which are typical representatives of the kind of daring constructions whose fate Zamenhof said usage
should decide. In the meantime these short words have become popular,
and today they are no longer noted by most speakers as special in any
way (Piron 1989: 135). It is correct to say that in this type of word, the
SUFFIXOID + ENDING pattern is equivalent to the ROOT +
ENDING pattern, so that the suffixoid may be said to function as a root
here. However, for the semantic theory there is no particular point in
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this finding. Exactly the same holds for longer compounds with a suffixoid
in the leftmost position, such as ito'kest'o 'tool box' (SUFFIXOID +
ENDING + ROOT + ENDING). It is the typical function of a suffixoid
to govern a dependent morpheme. In this function it is distinguished
from a root through the sharper semantic relation with its dependent.
Neither in the ufo~ nor in the tro'kest'o-type words does the suffixoid
govern anything, which is why the characteristic semantic relation cannot
be studied in these cases. As for word-formation theory, the really interesting cases are those compounds where the suffixoid keeps its governing
function (typically in the penultimate position) and is nevertheless clearly
identified as a root. The identifier in these cases is an inserted ending.
Example: konverglolarlo is a 'domain of convergence' (example taken
from Kiselman 1988: 70) with the vague noun-noun relation that holds
between roots as opposed to a possible word konverg'ar'o, which by
virtue of the strict noun-suffixoid relation cannot be interpreted other
than 'set of convergences'.18 This function of the inserted ending has
never been planned, and most if not all speakers are totally unaware of
its specific function in these compounds. Still, this regularity has arisen
in Esperanto. It is in these unreflected and unplanned occurrences of
strictly regular functions that I see strong evidence for a natural and at
the same time stable development of Esperanto.
Given the less ambiguous semantic relation between a suffixoid and its
dependent, another consequence of the word-semantic difference between
roots and suffixoids is that for suffixoid compounds much more precise
paraphrases can be formulated. Apart from these differences, Kalocsay
is right in describing suffixoid compounds in parallel to root compounds.
Yet in some cases Kalocsay's paraphrases give a cumbersome impression,
as if he had attempted to force his analyses into too simple a system. A
better solution is obtained if one attributes to some suffixoids a verbalizing
morpheme effect (cf. Schubert 1989a: 264-265). I have shown this effect
in (12) above together with Kalocsay's four.
Verbalizing suffixoids as governing morphemes:
[18]

Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:

martelebla 'which can be hammered'
martel· 'hammer', ebl '-able', 'which can
be -ed'
OA'0
'/<- suffixoid
kiu'n est'as ebfe marten 'which can be
hammered'
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Structure:

ebl

martel1
[19]

Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:
Structure:

[A]

[O]

krön'ind a 'worth being crowned'
krön1 'crown', ind 'worthy to be -ed'
OA'a
'/ <- suffixoid
kiu est'as ind a est'i krön'at'a 'who is
worthy to be crowned'
'a

ind1

[A]

krön'

[O]

Another type of verbalizing suffixoids par excellence are the participle
suffixoids, as in martel1 a 'hammer [attributive]' but martel'ant'a 'hammering [attributive]'.
In (12) above, this verbalizing morpheme effect is an addition to
Kalocsay's rules. (Kiselman [1988: 67] also stipulates a verbalizing morpheme effect.) However, a closer look at his extensive collection of examples and paraphrases shows that my analysis does not differ so much
from his. In the general chapters Kalocsay subsumes the adjectival
suffixoids such as ebl' and ind under his general rule for adjectival
morphemes. According to that rule, rendered in (12), all adjectival gover-
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nors nominalize their dependent, and so do these adjectival suffixoids. In
the detailed chapters, where Kalocsay discusses each suffixoid at length,
we find a more nuanced description (Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985
[1980]: 464). For instance, the paragraph on ebl1 begins with the words:
"Ebla signifas: taüga por esti -ata. Gi do ciam atribuas AGAN karakteron
kaj PASIVAN sencon al sia flankelemento. Ekzemple: legebla (taüga por
esti legata); ..." [Ebla means: suitable for being -ed. It thus always
attributes to its dependent morpheme the character of an ACTIVITY and
a PASSIVE sense. For example: legebla (suitable for being read); ...]. When
discussing em' 'which/who likes to', a suffixoid of the same kind, Kalocsay
(Kalocsay and Waringhien 1985 [1980]: 464-465) overtly speaks of a
verbalized dependent: "Oni povas ilin analizi ankaü per verba flankelemento: purema (ema pun: ema je purado)" [One can also analyze them
with a verbal dependent morpheme: purema 'inclined to cleanliness' (ema
puri'who likes' + 'to be clean': ema je purado'who likes' + [preposition]
+ 'being clean]. Kalocsay here arrives at the prepositional construction
with a noun (ema je purado) only via a verb construction (ema puri}, and
even the noun he finally construes (pur'ado) is made by means of the
suffixoid ad, which forms devERBal nouns (similar to Eng. -ing).
A thought that many of Kalocsay's readers feel disturbs the elegance
of his system is the progressive morpheme effect. All the cases of morpheme effect discussed so far go from right to left, so that that type of
effect can be called regressive morpheme effect. In a few cases, however,
Kalocsay observes an effect from the left morpheme to its right neighbor.
Kalocsay's terms are rekta vortefiko 'direct morpheme effect' for the
right-to-left effect and inversa vortefiko 'reverse morpheme effect' for the
left-to-right. These terms express the observation that the regressive morpheme effect is by far more frequent. Examples are words like sen'fort'a
or grandkurag'a. Among the compounds with progressive morpheme
effect, the type sen'fort1 a is very productive. The analyses of the two
types follow:
(20) Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:

Morpheme effect:

sen'fort'a 'powerless'
sen 'without' [PREPOSITION], fort1
'strong'
A'A'o
As stipulated in (6) above, function words
can be used as roots. Prepositions behave
in word formation like adjectival roots,
except for the reversed direction of the
morpheme effect.
A [PREPOSITION] -» lo
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est'ant'a sen fort1 ο 'being without power'
'fl

sen

fort

[A]

[A]

As can be seen in the tree in (20), there is no difference between regressive
and progressive morpheme effect, if one reasons in the dependency structures: the governing adjectival morpheme nominalizes its dependent. This
is what is said in (12). If considered in the sequential ordering of morphemes, however, the two variants of the morpheme effect are opposed
to each other. In a way, words like sen'fort'a reflect a transition between
the language's mechanisms for marking syntactic relations at the syntagmatic (interword) level and those at the word-formational (intraword)
level. As is shown in the paraphrase in (20), the word sen1 fort'a, in which
the induced word class of fort1 is noun, compresses into a single word
the syntagma sen fort'o 'without power' (PREPOSITION + NOUN).
But for the la ending, the word sen fort'a and the syntagma senfortlo are
semantically equivalent. This is remarkable, since compounds normally
are not exact semantic doublets of syntagmata in the sense that the
speaker would be free in choosing either the one or the other construction.
(A highway is not exactly the same as a high way.) In the senf rt'a-type
words, however, there is exact equivalence. Obviously the language community is not aware of this explanation. Yet in common usage the
regularity is valid in a striking way: there is no compound *senlfort'o
along with the syntagma sen fort1 ο. The compound is only formed when
there is an additional meaning to be expressed. In sen'fort'a, this is the
meaning of 'quality' expressed in the adjective ending. In Kalocsay's
theory, the insight that in words like sen'fort'a there is an underlying
syntagma sen fort1 ο is reflected in two ways. First, Kalocsay introduces
a special term for the ending. In sen'fort1 a, the adjectival ending 'a follows
an adjectival root, which is normally the condition for calling the ending
redundant. In words with progressive morpheme effect, however, the
ending is only seemingly redundant, since between the last root and the
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ending there is a latent ending that reflects the induced word class:
senf rt(lo)la.19 Kalocsay calls such an endingpseudopleonasma 'pseudoredundant'. Second, Kalocsay acknowledges the fact that without a nonredundant additional morpheme, the compound would "fall apart": he
calls morphemes like sen and fort' in sen1 fort'a and parallel cases disfalaj
flankelementoj 'dependent morphemes falling apart'.
The other type of compounds with progressive morpheme effect is
represented by the example grandkurag'a 'audacious'. A straightforward
analysis along the lines of regressive morpheme effect would yield a
paraphrase like ""courageous of bigness' which is not at all what is meant
in common Esperanto usage. Like sen'fort'a, grandkurag'a too can be
correctly analyzed when one assumes a progressive morpheme effect.
Then the adjectival root grand' makes the likewise adjectival kurag' a
noun and the ending becomes pseudoredundant. Words like grand kurag'a
are of the falling-apart type, so that grandkurag'a exists but *grand'kurag'o does not.
(21)

Word:
Literal glosses:
Morpheme classes:
Morpheme effect:
Paraphrase:
Structure:

grandkurag'a 'audacious'
grand 'big', kurag' 'courageous'
ΑΆ'α
A-» Ό
karqkteriz'at'a de grand'a kurag'ο
'characterized by great courage'
'a

grand'

[A]

kurag'

[A]

What disturbs the lovers of grammatical elegance in this explanation may
be the fact that.as yet no straightforward way has been found to identify
the roots that have this less common morpheme effect and the conditions
under which they do so. In this sense, the sen'fort'a type is more clearcut: the progressive morpheme effect is exerted by ALL adjectival roots
that are prepositions. For the grand'kurag'a class, however, a regular
description of the involved roots is still a research objective.
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Esperanto word formation and general language theory

The grammatical theory presented in section 2 is in its essence several
decades old, it did not come about within the "official" sphere of academic
linguistics, and it is virtually unknown outside interlinguistic circles. It
can be classified — not just because of its link with the Saussure brothers — as an offshoot of European structuralism. It is my conviction that
this theory can have a broader bearing than for the word formation of
Esperanto alone. It is an elaborate account of a specific, yet central field
of semantic compositionality in language. I am writing this article in
order to open this theory to a broader audience and to put it at the
disposal of theoretical grammarians and computational linguists.
To make it easier for the readers to plug this interlinguistic theory of
semantic compositionality into their own models and systems, in this
section I will discuss a number of theoretical implications that are closely
linked to the theory presented above. I take up four issues of theoretical
linguistic interest, the last two of which have an obvious significance for
the practice of language technology. In section 3.11 discuss an alternative
account of Esperanto word formation, which is based on conceptions
from logic and philosophy. In section 3.2 I compare the interlinguistic
idea of semantic morpheme classes to similar theories in general linguistic
theory and language philosophy. In section 3.3 I investigate the limits of
semantic compositionality with a short digression into the definition
of agglutinativity, and in section 3.4 I look at the implications of the
Saussure-Kalocsay theory for the trade-off between rule-based and probabilistic techniques in computational linguistics.
3.1. About logic and language
The scientific study of planned languages developed out of one of the
harshest and most embittered controversies ever fought out among the
adepts of planned languages. The story of the battle between the partisans
of Esperanto and Ido may have more to do with the social psychology
of the bourgeois intelligentsia of the early twentieth century than with
grammatical studies. But it should be noted that the matter in dispute
originally was the word formation system of Esperanto.
In 1900, Louis Couturat, a renowned scholar in the field of logic and
philosophy and a specialist in Leibniz, initiated the establishment of a
Delegation pour l'adoption d'une langue auxiliaire internationale with the
objective of obtaining an official decision in favor of one of the projects
of planned languages that had been launched. A large number of learned
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societies and individual scholars joined the Delegation, and when the
Association Internationale des Academies refused to make any decision,
it was decided that the Delegation itself should elect a committee of
specialists to resolve the issue. The Comite had 12 members, among
whom were the linguists Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, Otto Jespersen,
and Hugo Schuchardt. Louis Couturat and Leopold Leau, who had
coauthored a thorough review of planned languages (Coururat and Leau
1907 [1903], 1907, cf. 1979), became secretaries of the Comite.
Representatives of the competing planned languages were invited, and a
series of sessions were held at the College de France in Paris from 15 to
24 October 1907, during which the issue was to be settled. During the
session period, a brochure signed with the pseudonym Ido was submitted
to the Comite, in which reforms in Esperanto were suggested. Instead of
achieving a reform, this initiative eventually gave rise to a breakaway
movement with a new planned language which, like Esperanto, came to
be known under the pseudonym of its author. There has been much
discussion of the question as to who the anonymous author of Ido was.
Louis de Beaufront, delegated to the Comite session by Zamenhof as an
advocate of Esperanto, later confessed that he was Ido. Ever since, the
mere mentioning of the "traitor' "s name has excited esperantists. Archive
research carried out by Ric Berger, an advocate of Interlingua, is reported
to have yielded evidence for the author of the Ido project being Couturat
himself (Lins in Lapenna et al. 1974: 423; Blanke 1985: 187). Gaston
Waringhien (1980: 139-154) has shown that ideas about reforms in
Esperanto, which eventually resulted in the Ido project, developed in an
intense correspondence between Couturat, Beaufront, and Alfred
Michaux, though Beaufront seems to have been the one who actually
wrote down their common ideas in the famous brochure. The common
opinion in interlinguistics is today that Couturat and Beaufront are the
principal authors of the Ido project (Blanke 1985: 187; Kuznecov 1987:
124-125; Dulicenko 1990: 169). More details about the work of the
Comite are found in Couturat and Leau (1910b), Couturat (1912),
Aymonier (1914), Privat (1927: 50-67), Jespersen (1928c: 25-29, 1938:
126-135), Leau (1932), Courtinat (1964: 216-236), Lins (in Lapenna et al.
1974: 422-423), Waringhien (1980: 139-154), Kuznecov (1982: 75-85)
and Larsen (1989: 102-104), who refer to numerous other sources. Of
these authors, only Couturat, Leau, and Jespersen were eye-witnesses.
The anonymous Ido brochure contains a series of proposed changes
in the grammar and vocabulary of Esperanto. As a point of special
importance the adoption of Couturat's principles of word formation was
stipulated. These principles are found in another brochure, issued by
Couturat under his own name a few months before the Comite session
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(Couturat 1910 [1907]).20 This brochure was dedicated to the word formation of Esperanto, not to the creation of a new language. Couturat's
theory of word formation boils down to two basic principles:
1. Principe d'univocite
The Principle of Unambiguity (Couturat 1910 [1907]: 7) says that a
single form (morpheme) used in word formation should have a single
sense, which must not be expressed by other forms. One should not
use, Couturat explains, the same affix for different meanings nor
several affixes for the same meaning.
2. Principe de reversibilite
The Principle of Reversibility (Couturat 1910 [1907]: 7) says that,
given a transition from one word class to another by means of a
word-formational rule applied to a given stem, the reverse transition
should be reliably achieved by an exactly reverse rule.
Couturat (1910 [1907]: 5) says that these principles are universally valid.
He emphasizes that he has arrived at these insights "non pas ä priori par
consequent, a Faide d'un raisonnement logique, mais ä posteriori, par
une longue observation des illogismes de la litterature esperantiste."
Although Couturat thus tells us that he has NOT adopted the a priori
viewpoint of logic but has observed the language, I have a strong feeling
that the term illogismes for the objects of his observation witnesses of a
clearly biased approach. One cannot speak of illogisms unless one presupposes a logic and stipulates that the language has to comply with it.
Camille Aymonier, a partisan of Esperanto, may be right in saying that
"M. Couturat toutefois etait plus philosophe et plus logicien que linguiste
ou que grammairien" (Aymonier 1921: 84).
What puzzles Couturat most in Esperanto is that the Principle of
Reversibility is so often violated. In accordance with this principle,
Couturat does not study basic forms and derivatives, but he studies
bidirectional transitions between word classes, like the relationship
between verbs and nouns. He begins his discussion with the derivation
immediate, the paradigmatic change of the word-class ending (the mechanism called transformation in section 2.3.2 above). Couturat reasons like
this: when a root has a verbal meaning ("quand une racine comporte un
sens verbal": Couturat 1910 [1907]: 10), the corresponding noun normally
denotes the action: esper'i 'to hope', esper'o 'hope'. It is a natural step
for Couturat to go on from there to nouns that denote the result inherent
in such an action: dekret'o 'decree' (meaning both the action of decreeing
and the decree brought about by that action). Sometimes, Couturat 1910
[1907]: 11-12) notes, a noun denotes only the result or object of the
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action, and for denoting the action itself, a suffix is used: Jaid'ad1 '[the
action of] folding' fromfald'i 'to fold'. In other cases, by contrast, the
result or object needs to be marked with a special suffix: pak'afo 'package',
'parcel' from paKi 'to pack'.
An example that is very often quoted to illustrate Couturat's criticism
is krön1 o 'crown' -»krorii 'to crown' -»krön 1 ad o '[the activity of crowning]', 'coronation' (Couturat 1910 [1907]: 14; cf. Kuznecov 1987:
136-137). Such a derivation chain violates the Principle of Unambiguity,
since for words with the stem krön1 the ad suffix is used to denote the
'activity' meaning, while in cases likepak'i 'to pack' -+paklo '[the activity
of] packing' the same meaning is implicit in the derivation rule. The
Principle of Unambiguity requires this element of meaning to be expressed
by the same affix in all complex words that contain that meaning, not
only in some. Likewise, the Principle of Reversibility is violated. If one
can change a noun into the corresponding verb by replacing the ending,
then the reverse replacement should unequivocally yield the reverse result.
Thus for example, if'to pack' can be derived from 'the activity of packing'
by replacing a noun ending with a verb ending (pako-*paki), then 'to
crown' should be derived from 'the activity of crowning' by the same
rule. However, replacing the noun ending in krorfado 'the activity of
crowning' with a verb ending yields krori'ad'/, which does not mean 'to
crown' but 'to crown continuously'. Another well-loved example is the
pair komfrifo 'comb' — bros'o 'brush', where the Principle of
Unambiguity is violated that would require that the meaning 'instrument
for -ing' be either always or never expressed by means of the if suffix.
Couturat did not overlook the clash between his theory and the actual
usage in Esperanto, which is the more fundamental in a language whose
entire grammar can be said to be word formation (see section 2.1 above).
Couturat clearly noted that his theory and the word-formation system
of Esperanto were in disharmony with each other in essential fields. In
such a situation there are two ways out: change the theory or change the
language. Couturat chose the latter option and embarked on designing
a more logical language. Obviously the aggressive spirit of the years to
follow the Paris discussions of 1907 troubles many of the documents that
relate the events of those days. Interestingly enough, we do possess a
document written by Couturat himself (together with Leau), where it is
clearly recorded that the solution that would have adapted the theory to
the language was put forward almost immediately after Couturat had
launched his: in the minutes of the Comite session (written by the secretaries Couturat and Leau), Emile Boirac put forward the solution that later
became the basis of the theory worked out by Saussure and Kalocsay.
Boirac pointed out (Couturat and Leau 1910b: 18-20) that a true descrip-
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tion of Esperanto usage can be achieved by assuming a specificite des
racines. A few lines further, the term caractere grammaticale is also used.
(As gramatika haraktero the latter term is common in the Esperanto
literature on this topic.)
Couturat's Principle of Unambiguity stipulates that a given suffix must
not be needed in one word (like komb'ifo) and be absent from another
word with the same semantic element (like bros'o). In my understanding,
Couturat's principles directly prescribe that the morphemes behave all in
the same way in word formation. If there is a certain complex meaning
like 'instrument for -ing', Couturat does not allow words with this meaning to be derived by rule A from type-Α stems and by rule B from
type-B stems. There cannot be more than a single rule for this. In my
understanding (cf. also Waringhien 1959: 95), this attitude implies that
no semantic morpheme classes whatsoever can have any effect on the
word-formational behavior of the morphemes. Couturat thus does not
deny the existence of the classification, but its function in the mechanism
that infers the meaning of complex words from their elements.
Accordingly, when Boirac makes his statement in the Comite, Couturat
does not deny the existence of the specificite des racines, witness quotations like the above, "quand une racine comporte un sens verbal."
Moreover, the Comite minutes clearly state that Couturat after Boirac's
words acknowledges the existence of morpheme classes. It is obvious that
Couturat nevertheless has not understood or does not acknowledge the
consequence of such a semantic classification, which is that morphemes
characterized by a fundamental semantic difference cannot behave in a
uniform way in semantic composition and therefore cannot obey the
same semantic inference rules. Couturat pays lip service to the idea of
semantic morpheme classes, but he does not see in their existence a reason
to give up his Principle of Reversibility. He insists that it should be
maintained. As the main reason for this insistence the minutes cite the
argument that language learning would be greatly complicated if the
learner had to remember which derivation rule belongs to which morpheme class, and that the learner cannot build words by analogy if he
first has to find out whether the roots compared belong to the same
morpheme class. These are motivations for how the language SHOULD BE,
not for a better way of understanding how it is.
For the discipline of interlinguistics, the main effect of Couturat's
contribution was that the plan to reform Esperanto brought about,
among many venomous pamphlets, a series of thorough studies that, not
surprisingly, focused primarily on word formation. The history of the
theory of Esperanto word formation shows a development in steps. The
merit is not a single person's. The one has the merit of discovering a
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phenomenon, the other of working it out and integrating it into a theoretical model. Boirac was the first to point out the usefulness of the concept
of morpheme classes. Saussure worked out this idea in much detail and,
among other things, he understood and defined the meaning of the
endings as independent semantic elements (Saussure 1910a: 11-12). Being
a reaction to Couturat's theory of DERIVATION, the first discussions had
been much concerned with affixes and endings but had still overlooked
root-root compounds. Just as Boirac took a first step in the analysis of
morpheme classes, Saussure takes a first step toward the inclusion of
COMPOUNDING mechanisms in the study of word formation (Saussure
1910a: 37-39). It remained for Kalocsay, however, to collect the threads
and to complete the theory. Kalocsay's essential contributions were (1)
the insight that compounding is not only part of the word-formational
system of Esperanto, but that Esperanto words are almost exclusively
built by compounding rather than by derivation (Kalocsay 1970 [1931]:
8) and (2) the discovery of the morpheme effect (Kalocsay 1970 [1931]: 13).
I shall not investigate the question whether Couturat and associates
succeeded in designing a language that complied with Couturat's two
principles (see for example Aymonier 1921: 87-122) (see note 4). In view
of modern approaches to the design of knowledge representations and
metalanguages in artificial intelligence, intermediate languages for
machine translation, etc., it may well be worth noting that for the description of a functioning and fully expressive human language the approach
adopted by Couturat on the basis of a priori logical reasoning led astray.
For the present-day computational linguist the Ido experience adds further evidence to the approaches that maintain that it is impossible to
devise a meaning representation that is decisively better structured than
human languages at the logical level and at the same time possesses the
full expressive power of a human language.
3.2.

Morpheme classes in the theory and the philosophy of language

There are reasons to assume that the theory of word formation discussed
in section 2 has a relatively direct bearing on other languages. The
situation in Esperanto can be said to reflect a basic rule system that
underlies the word-formational regularities in many ethnic languages.
This is because of Esperanto's extremely agglutinative word structure.
Bodmer's observation that the grammar of agglutinative languages like
Finnish and Esperanto is mainly concerned with meaning supports this.
An agglutinative language is highly compositional at the level of word
syntax. The meaning of a complex word can be inferred by means of
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rules of SEMANTIC compositionality. The agglutinative word-formation
mechanisms of Esperanto model the CORE of the word grammar of ethnic
languages, since in the vast majority of languages the most productive
and most natural word-formation mechanisms are agglutinative (Dressier
1982: 74-75, 80-81). Although the portioning of meaning into morphemes is language-specific, the rules of semantic relations, including
those of semantic composition, are cross-linguistically valid. If this were
not so, translation would be impossible.
A thorough verification of the assumption of a certain cross-linguistic
validity for the theory of Esperanto word formation requires more pages
than are available here. As a consequence, evidence for parallels in other
languages cannot be discussed here, but it is still worthwhile looking at
evidence in grammatical accounts of such languages. In particular, it
would be revealing to learn about equivalents to the two basic concepts
of Boirac, Saussure, and Kalocsay, morpheme classes and morpheme
effect. However, I am not aware of anything similar to the morpheme
effect having been suggested in a systematic way in general linguistics.
Unless my ignorance betrays me, this may prove the originality of
Kalocsay's thinking. Still, the concept of morpheme classes does have its
equivalents, which are well worth mentioning here.
Generally speaking, the problem of a semantic morpheme classification
is hardly ever seen as sharply distinct from word classes as it is in
interlinguistics, since words and morphemes (or words and roots) are
seldom as clearly and systematically separated as in Esperanto. In the
literature on ethnic languages, much of the relevant discussion is to be
sought under headings such as word classes, logical approaches to language, and the like. Basically most linguists and language philosophers
subscribe to the idea of a basic semantic classification of words (or of
some other type of basic linguistic sign). A rough classification of the
various approaches shows three groups: some scholars distinguish four
basic categories, some three, and some two. The various points of view
are essentially not competitive or contradictory to each other. They are
rather levels of abstraction. Those interested in a descriptive account of
linguistic facts tend to adopt four classes, corresponding to the open
content-word classes of many languages, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and
nouns. Those interested in the grammatical or word-grammatical functioning of linguistic units tend to merge the adjectival and the adverbial
category, arriving at a system of three. And those interested in logic tend
to prefer a bipolar distinction of predicative and nonpredicative units.
Four-category systems are discussed in many fundamental works of
linguistic theory and language philosophy, for example Sachmatov
(Kacnel'son 1972: 99-100) or Admoni (1964: 25). Three-category systems
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are very common. Examples are found in Snell (1952: 14, 60) and Erben
(1975: 12). Two-category systems are often linked to predicate logic and
thereby to the common origin of logic and linguistics in classical Greek
philosophy. Aristotle puts forward the opposition of verbs and nouns as
a distinction prior to all others in the first sentence of his Peri hermenias
(Aristoteles 1968 [1925]: 95). The distinction is between predicates and
arguments, or between predicative and nonpredicative elements.
The number of categories is a question of the degree of abstraction
applied for a particular purpose. This becomes obvious when one looks
at the reasoning by which scholars motivate their ranking of abstraction
levels. For instance, a modern herald of the Aristotelian point of view is
Viggo Br0ndal, who first establishes a system of four categories (substance, quantity, quality, relation) and then, with a reference to Aristotle,
reduces this system to a bipolar distinction of substance on the one side
and all the other, predicative, categories on the other side (Br0ndal 1928:
65). Br0ndal elaborates oh this system, defining two basic semantic features, relativity and descriptivity, which in his view suffice to define the
word classes in all languages (Br0ndal 1928: 72). Each word class is
defined by two of Br0ndal's features (Br0ndal 1928: 96-97). Noam
Chomsky (1984: 48) proposes essentially the same matrix of word classes
characterized by presence or absence of the two features predicate (± V)
and substantive (±N). Solomon Kacnel'son (1972: 175) adopts for the
fundamental semantic features two basic categories, events and items,
and adds to them a third category, qualities, which he assigns a secondary
rank. When investigating the semantic dependencies, or predicateargument relations, among content words, Kacnel'son arrives at the two
groups known from predicate logic, modifying and modified words.21 In
a discussion of knowledge representations, Vjaceslav Ivanov (1987:
143-144) takes a similar position. He distinguishes predmety 'items',
predikaty 'predicates', and svojstva 'qualities', but because of the absence
of an equivalent of adjectives in predicate logic Ivanov groups predicates
and qualities together. Ivanov makes reference to a suggestion of G. S.
Cejtin (1974) to introduce in machine translation an intermediate language between the human language and the pivot language. The pivot
language should be a logical language, which, accordingly, would lack
adjectives. At the intermediate layer, a representation for adjectives
should be introduced.
For assessing the cross-linguistic scope of the regularities described by
the Esperanto theory of word formation presented here, it is essential to
investigate the question whether morpheme classes are universal. This
investigation cannot be accomplished here, but a theoretically most interesting idea should be mentioned that may well provide the framework
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for such an investigation. Authors unacquainted with Esperanto do not
always discuss a semantic classification of MORPHEMES as something neatly
distinct from classifications of words. However, there is at least one
scholar who, without any connection to interlinguistics, suggests classifying not only words but also bare morphemes. This is Jorma Koivulehto
(1985) of Helsinki University, who found this distinction useful in an
analysis of German. Another scholar from the same university, Matti
Luukkainen, has investigated this problem at length. Luukkainen (1988:
12-13) takes up the question whether or not morphemes have an inherent
meaning that allows us to classify them semantically. In Luukkainen's
view, the question is essentially not whether or not morphemes have this
property throughout all languages at all times. He argues that the classifiable inherent meaning (the morpheme class, in my terms) is a property
that the morphemes acquire at a certain stage in the development of a
language. In the beginning, when a language is in its isolating stage, it
consists of unclassified morphemes, says Lukkainen, but later, during the
transition to the agglutinative or the inflectional stage, the morphemes
fall apart in classes that can be related to word classes.
I am not acquainted with any research that could support or falsify
Luukkainen's findings in this question. It would be desirable to learn
more about the possible cross-linguistic validity of this view of language
change. If Luukkainen's view proves right, this may imply that the
regularities described here for Esperanto pertain best to the languages
that are in their agglutinative phase of development. Luukkainen repeats
an idea that has already been put forward by K. W. L. Heyse (1856:
137-138). As far as I can see, Luukkainen is unaware of this connection.
I shall return to the distinction of isolating vs. agglutinative and inflectional languages in section 3.3.
3.3.

Noncompositionality

The finding that word formation in Esperanto is mainly a compounding
mechanism can be paraphrased by saying that Esperanto word formation
is highly compositional at the semantic level. The theory shown in section 2 contains rules that make it possible to infer the meaning of a
compound by straightforward means. These are the rules for the morpheme effect that describe the phenomenon of semantic induction without
which the overall meaning of a complex word cannot be inferred. These
rules operate on the meanings of the morphemes as independent semantic
elements and, as a regular abstraction of the multitude of such meanings,
on semantic morpheme classes. The mechanisms for analyzing and com-
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posing words by means of these rules are very well developed in Esperanto
and have been tried out and stabilized in a century of unreflected, spontaneous usage in a multinational second-language community.
Yet, the validity of this compositional system is not total. As Ferdinand
de Saussure (1969 [1916]: 111) pointed out, a planned language cannot
survive without becoming subjected to the same mechanisms of natural
development that apply to all (ethnic) languages. Since Esperanto has
entered this stream of natural language change, it is more than likely
that Esperanto will develop word-formation mechanisms that are less
transparent and less natural in Dressler's sense of the word (Dressier
1982: 74-75). Among other factors, IDIOMATIZATION should come to play
a role in Esperanto. For word formation this means that words emerge
in everyday practice whose meaning is not exactly the "sum" of the
meanings of its morphemes "added up" by morpheme effect rules.
Examples of idiomatized forms that immediately come to mind are the
urn' words. Urn1 is a morpheme without a meaning of its own. It is used
to denote a semantic relationship that is obvious from the context. Ossaka
(1961: 143) and Grigor'ev (1974: 14) remark that the words formed with
this morpheme are in principle independent lexemes. There are some
models that are to a certain extent productive, such as garment terms
derived from the corresponding part of the body: kol'o 'neck'-^fco/'Mw'o
'collar', planet ο 'sole [of fooiY-^plancfum'o 'sole [of shoe]'. Kalocsay and
Waringhien (1985 [1980]: 501-503) classify urn' as a suffix proper, thus
an instrument of derivation rather than of compounding. If some of the
productive usages become more common, it may well be that urn1 will
behave as a suffixoid, at least in some compounds, for instance the metal
series: or'um'i 'to gold-plate', etc., where in my understanding urn1 belongs
to the verbal morpheme class, so that or*wria is a deverbal adjective as
in oruma tekniko 'technique of gold-plating'. (Suffixes proper fall outside
the morpheme class system; the word behaves in word formation and
syntax as if the suffix were diafana 'transparent', as Kalocsay and
Waringhien [1985 (1980): 500] call it. When urn' exerts morpheme effect,
it thus cannot be a suffix proper.)
Although the urn1 words are an example that draws analysts' attention,
idiomatization phenomena much more at the core of the language system
are some very frequent suffixoid compounds. Words like lerrfefo
'to learn' + 'place' + noun = 'school', pafifo 'to shoot' + 'instrument' +
noun ='gun' or arb'ar'o 'tree' + 'set of' + noun = 'forest' are not totally
compositional in the sense that for instance lernejo is not just any place
where learning takes place, but a school. This meaning has been defined
by convention. The full compositional meaning can be actualized when
a speaker so wishes, but special means are needed for this. I see the main
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source of idiomatization in these very common noun-suffixoid compounds. Also some root-root compounds are idiomatized, such as urb{o*dom'o 'town' + noun + 'house' + noun = 'town hall'. More capricious
coinings sometimes cited to prove that Esperanto is "a living language"
are less to-the-point evidence, since they are much too peripheral for the
language system (e.g. krokodili, a verb whose root normally means
'crocodile' but which as a verb is used to mean 'to speak a language
which some persons present cannot understand' — a typical jargon form;
or neces'efo 'necessary' + 'place' + noun = 'lavatory' — an avoidance
coining).
In a language community as special as that of Esperanto, there are of
course also many reformers, purists, and would-be Zamenhofs. Among
the issues to which is paid much attention in their discussions is the
growth of the vocabulary. (Vocabulary is always more visible than deeper
phenomena such as semantic compositionality.) On the scale between
artificiality and naturalness Esperanto is located on the a posteriori side,
that is, closer to the naturalness pole, but within the group of a posteriori
languages Esperanto belongs to the schematic subgroup that is closer to
the artificiality pole (see note 5). The proposed strategies for vocabulary
growth can also be classified as naturalist or schematic. The naturalist
tendency (advocated by, among others, Karel Pic in his original prose
and by Fernando de Diego and Reinhard Haupenthal in their
translations; cf. Haupenthal 1984: 10-11; Philippe 1991: 76) strives to
achieve a richer vocabulary, higher precision of expression, and greater
flexibility in literary writing by introducing relatively large quantities of
neologisms. These are in most cases roots borrowed from Classical Greek,
Latin, or Romance languages, thus from the sources of learned vocabulary resorted to by Western European languages. The schematic tendency
(advocated among others by Nagata 1987) is reluctant to accept neologisms and prefers to compose new words from well-established
morphemes.
The development of the language is not really influenced by campaigns
and debates of this kind. Esperanto develops in a natural way where
language planning, recommendations of the Academy, and pleas of all
kinds can at times have a faint effect on development but cannot ever
turn it totally around. It may be worthwhile, however, to consider
the interdependence of the two advocated tendencies with semantic
compositionality.
If the Esperanto community chose to follow the naturalist tendency
and adopt new roots for new concepts throughout, the degree of compositionality would slowly decrease. There would be fewer words whose
meaning could be inferred in a regular way and there would be more and
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more new morpheme entries in the dictionary. If one opted for the
schematic tendency, on the other hand, the number of morphemes would
no longer grow, while the wealth of new concepts would be expressed by
new compounds. It is widely understood that the naturalist option would
require more and more learning effort and slowly erode many of the
easiness features frequently cited in promotional materials of the movement. It is often overlooked, however, that the schematic option has its
hazards as well. An extreme reliance on compounding alone would bring
about an increasing need of idiomatized compounds of the lernejo type
discussed above. Such a development (which is ongoing, though not to
an extreme extent) would likewise erode the semantic compositionality
of the language, not by avoiding compositional words, but by assigning
them a noncompositional meaning. The naturalist tendency avoids compositional words, the schematic tendency restricts their compositionality
to the word-syntactic level. Both are equally destructive for the semantic
compositionality that is the real asset of the language.
From the point of view of language technology as well as from the
point of view of language planning, it is therefore to be hoped that the
development of Esperanto will stick to a sound balance between naturalism and schematism. A high degree of compositionality is desirable, but
it is positive only insofar as the words remain compositional in a
SEMANTIC sense.
As is proven especially through the idiomatized suffixoid compounds,
a certain degree of semantic noncompositionality is inevitable. If one
attempted to remove this property from the language, one would, like it
or not, remove the capacity of the language to make INFINITE use of its
finite means. Humboldt's remark (see section 1.3 above) thus suggests
that a language without noncompositional elements is impossible. There
will always be more concepts than words, and therefore language needs
a mechanism which provides "Sprachformen von einer zweckmäßigen
Ungenauigkeit" as Erben (1975: 22) says about word formation.
Even in a schematic language like Esperanto, a certain degree of
noncompositionality not only is inevitable but is an essential prerequisite
for the infinite expressiveness that is characteristic of human languages.
This fact has a theoretical corollary. Agglutinativity is normally defined
at the word-syntactic level. An agglutinative language has words that can
be easily chopped up into independent meaningful elements. Both linguists and laymen sometimes suggest that as an international language,
Esperanto should be an "ideal" language in the sense that in Esperanto
there should be a particularly straightforward link between form and
meaning. Observers of the experiments with Esperanto as an intermediate
language in machine translation sometimes assume that Esperanto in this
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function fulfils the role of an UNAMBIGUOUS meaning representation. What
was said about the need of noncompositionality should make it clear
that at the semantic level, there is no such thing as absolute unambiguousness, nor any one-to-one link between morphemes and concepts. The
definition of agglutinativity thus cannot be extended to the semantic level,
not even for Esperanto. In this respect, Esperanto is as natural as any
ethnic language. Symbol systems that lack this element of infiniteness
lack also the expressive power of a human language (cf. Hjelmslev
1963: 101).
Further research on idiomatization in Esperanto word formation is
reported by Philippe (1991: 299-309) and Dasgupta (this issue).
3.4.

Rules versus probabilistic techniques

This study is written with concrete applications in language technology
in mind, although I have not said a word about implementation. The
practical algorithmization of the grammatical mechanisms accounted for
above is a task of a different kind, which is not at issue here. However,
the findings about semantic compositionality and about the coexistence
of compositional and noncompositional units in language shed light on
one of the current theoretical issues in computational linguistics that
should be mentioned at least briefly.
No grammatical rule system, however thorough, is ever complete. "All
grammars leak," as Edward Sapir (1979 [1921]: 38) says. In view of this
infiniteness of human language, two solution strategies are followed in
computational linguistics. One strategy relies on rules and the other on
probabilistic techniques. The rule-based approach is the older one. It is
directly derived from the way we describe languages for human readers.
This approach attempts to describe the mechanisms of language in rules
that operate on sets of elements (words, morphemes, etc.) listed in a
lexicon. Conditions on the rules define to which lexical elements the rules
apply and in which contexts. What the rules cannot cover is included in
lists of exceptions. A meta-rule defines when to prefer the exception list
and when to apply a rule. The probabilistic approach is based on the
insight that we cannot make explicit in rules all the knowledge about
language that is needed to perform the functions aimed at in computational linguistics. In particular, when we have identified a certain regularity in the language and condensed it to a rule, we cannot always with
much confidence predict whether or not a given new case will follow the
rule. While the rule-based approach is eager to find conditions that define
WITH CERTAINTY when to do what, the probabilistic approach tries to
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handle the uncertainty. A fundamental principle for the probabilistic
approach is analogy. On the basis of large collections of examples in the
form of corpora, textual knowledge bases, or the like, new naturallanguage processing tasks are performed by finding the closest examples
and resolving the new case by analogy. As for semantic choices, such a
technique requires a method of measuring semantic proximity. (Such a
technique is described by Sadler 1990).
The present study deals with a fraction of grammar that is to a large
extent governed by rules of semantic composition and to a certain degree
by noncompositional means of expression. In my view, radical probabilistic approaches that suggest applying the example-based methods of analogy throughout and INSTEAD OF grammatical rules are inefficient in a field
like word formation. Where such a high degree of regularity is found, it
would be a waste of effort to resolve everything by probabilistic techniques. In cases like this, it happens that probabilistic analogy-based
techniques should not replace the grammatical rules, but be used
TOGETHER with them. Where the realm of grammatical certainty ends,
there probabilistic methods can help to extrapolate on the basis of the
available knowledge into the area in which no regularity has been found.

4. Conclusion
With this article I have been pursuing a double goal. On the one hand,
I have tried to present to a broader audience a theory of word formation
that has been worked out in interlinguistics. It is my hope that this
presentation may stimulate more efficient approaches to semantic compositionality and lead to satisfactory solutions in the practice of language
technology. On the other hand, I have formulated a series of desiderata
for further research, in particular for investigations of semantic compositionality in the word formation of ethnic languages as compared with
the strictly regular system of Esperanto. Interdisciplinary studies in the
intersection field of interlinguistics, general language science, and computational linguistics will yield findings of both theoretical and practical
value.
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Distributed Language Translation (DLT) is the name of a machine translation project
carried out by the BSO software company in Utrecht (Netherlands) in the periods
1982-1983 (feasibility study) and 1984-1990 (prototype development). DLT is a multilingual system with interactive input analysis and fully automatic output without
postediting. To achieve multilingual extensibility as well as fully automatic high-quality
translation in the second half of the process, DLT makes use of an intermediate
language. For this function, Esperanto was chosen. Detailed references are found in
Sadler (1991).
The refinement of the definition of the word should take into account punctuation
marks, decide which hyphens, apostrophes, etc., are word boundaries and which are
not, define what to do with digits, acronyms, and formulae, and resolve similar nittygritty questions.
This idea has been tried out in practice. The Esperanto community produced morpheme dictionaries for many languages, the so-called slosiloj 'keys', which are so small
that they can be enclosed with a letter. The "keys" are on sale for a variety of
languages.
Along with Esperanto, I discuss mainly Ido, since this language project came about
through criticism of the word-formational system of Esperanto. Both languages belong
to the schematic group of planned languages. Naturalist planned languages have normally been designed with an interest in copying the surface shape of individual words
in ethnic languages rather than deriving from such languages word-formational
PATTERNS in any regular way. This inevitably results in ad-hoc word formation instead
of a productively functioning SYSTEM, as lamented by Valter Tauli (1968: 168). Details
on word formation in other planned languages are found in the sources and in a few
specialized studies. Sources: Occidental: Occidental (1928: 16-24), Esperantido (one of
the language projects by Rene de Saussure!): Saussure (1919:24-28), Interlingua: Gode
and Blair (1971 [1951]: 77-83), Neo: Alfandari (1961). Studies: Aymonier (1921),
Reiers01 and Marble (1949), Blanke (1975, 1982), Verloren van Themaat (1977). The
most complete overview of projects of planned languages to date is Dulicenko (1990).
A standard classification of projects of planned languages, introduced by Rene
Descartes (Baron 1985: 17), is the division of a priori and a posteriori languages. The a
posteriori languages are further subdivided into schematic and naturalist languages.
Both oppositions are rankings between the poles artificial and natural. A priori languages are made up of invented material only. The so-called philosophical languages
belong to this group. A posteriori languages borrow lexemes and rules from ethnic
languages. Within this group, the schematic languages (e.g. Esperanto, Ido) take in the
loan lexemes as morphemes that are then combined and used according to the planned
language's own strict rules. Naturalist languages (e.g. Occidental, Interlingua) borrow
not only morphemes but larger and more complex grammatical structures such as
compound words, tense forms, etc. Schematic languages tend to adhere to a phonematic orthography, whereas naturalist languages prefer a (borrowed) etymological
spelling.
Kaiman Kalocsay (1891-1976) and Gaston Waringhien (1901-1991) first published
their grammar in 1935 under the title Plena gramaiiko de Esperanto. Since then, three
more revised editions have been published. The fifth edition of 1985 is virtually congru-
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

ent with the fourth from which I quote. The word-formation theory is already essentially contained in the first edition and, in less elaborate form, in Kalocsay (1970
[1931]).
Morpheme boundary marks were sometimes used in the very early years of practical
use of Esperanto to facilitate word analysis for unacquainted readers. For the same
reason, I use them in this paper (') where appropriate. The language community
dropped these marks very soon, but it may be interesting to note that for the specialized
use of Esperanto as an intermediate language in machine translation, they were introduced again a century later (Witkam 1983: IV-110). Since many critics base their
judgments on superficial and erroneous impressions, I wish to emphasize that the
morpheme marks are NOT part of common Esperanto script.
In (5) I omit the possibility of a declension morpheme in a left stem. These cases are
very rare. Most frequent among the rare cases are complex words including accusative
pronouns, such as nenio'n'far'adO 'nothing' + accusative + 'to do' + durative + noun =
'idleness' or si'n'mort'ig'o 'self + accusative + 'to die' + causative + noun = 'suicide'.
When the agglutinativity of Esperanto is marked as "almost" total, one normally
thinks of the diminutive suffixes, which may truncate the root (onkl'o 'uncle' + cf male
diminutive->ocjo). At a functional level, the verb endings violate total agglutinativity,
since here there are merged in a single morpheme two functions that elsewhere in the
language are expressed by separate morphemes: the inflectional 'as, for instance,
expresses both present tense and verbal word class; it replaces the word class identifier
'/. In nouns, by contrast, inflectional morphemes never replace the word class identifier
Ό: dom'o 'house' nominative singular, dom'o'n accusative singular, dom'o'j nominative
plural, dom'o'j'n accusative plural.
I give isolated morphemes with a morpheme token to indicate that these are not
complete words. Endings (Ό) have their morpheme token on the left, meaning that
they need at least one morpheme to their left. All other isolated morphemes (kur') are
shown with a token on their right, meaning that they lack at least an ending.
The suffix 'eg is often glossed as meaning 'big'. In my observation, it is more correct to
say that it intensifies the characteristic property of the root. Only if no such property is
evident, as often in nonpredicative nouns, is the property to be intensified by default
'big'. Thus the meaning 'gate' is arrived at by paraphrasing pordeg'o as
'door'-I-'big'='gate'.
In experimental usage, even endings are sometimes used as roots, like is'a 'former'
made up of the past tense ending 'is used as root and the adjectival ending 'a.
If practical usability counts as a proof, it should be noted that a word analyzer was
implemented in the DLT machine translation project on the basis of my linguistic
specification expressed here in formulae (3) to (6) and Table 1. The program that inserts
morpheme boundary marks into complex Esperanto words was used for making
corpus texts accessible to the lexicons and knowledge banks of the machine translation
system. The implementation was carried out and described by Derk Ederveen (1987).
Statements of this kind are often misunderstood. If morphemes or other linguistic
elements can be arranged in arbitrary sequential orders, this does not imply that all
orderings would be synonymous. In Esperanto, as in other so-called free word order
languages, changes in the order of words or syntagmata in a sentence and changes in
the order of morphemes in a word almost always entail changes in meaning, often
substantial changes.
Rene de Saussure thus is the first descriptive linguist among the interlinguists. One feels
tempted to assume a link to his brother Ferdinand de Saussure, who, at age 15, made a
relatively unknown attempt to design a planned language as well (Kuznecov 1987: 82).
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However, I have not investigated the question whether or not the brothers used to
discuss planned languages.
In detail, Saussure distinguishes the four classes entile, qualite, action, and maniere,
which correspond to the endings '0, 'a, '/ and 'e, respectively. He notes a semantic
equivalence between 'a and the suffix 'ec 'quality' and between Ί' and the suffix 'ad
'activity'. Since the noun ending Ό has two such equivalents — the suffixes 'ul 'person
characterized by [ROOT]' and laj Object characterized by [ROOT]' — he subdivides
the entile class accordingly (Saussure 1910a: 12, 77). Later Saussure (1914: 16-23)
elaborates on his classification, establishing separate tables for roots and affixes. The
equivalence relations between endings and suffixes are a very interesting subchapter of
word formation that I have no space to discuss here.
Alternative English terms are head (governor) and modifier (dependent). Kalocsay's
terms are cefelemento lit. 'main element' (governor) and flankelemento 'side element'
(dependent). With the view expressed in these terms Kalocsay describes the semantic
dependency relation without a hard link to the sequential order of elements. One may
call him a dependency semanticist avant la lellre for this. His distinction of regressive
and progressive morpheme effect, however, is a mere reflection of sequential ordering,
which from a dependency point of view could be better described as a single
phenomenon.
Victor Sadler points out to me that the inserted ending is not used when the root that
precedes the suffixoid is a preposition: sub'ar'o 'subset'.
Sen fort'o'a with the induced Ό ending is a representational construct, not a word that
could be used in ordinary Esperanto. According to formulae (3) to (5), no latent ending
can be inserted immediately preceding another ending.
My discussion of Couturat's word formation theory is based on the second edition of
this brochure (Couturat 1910 [1907]). Although the word Esperanto has been removed
from the title (but not from the body of the 100-page booklet), a preface about the
controversy with the esperantists has been added, and some improvements of the
theory are included (Couturat 1910 [1907]: 5-6), the essence of his basic principles is
repeated unchanged.
I am doing Kacnel'son an injustice in reducing his very erudite theory to these brief
remarks. In particular his carefully chosen terms become much too vague when I
translate them into English from the German translation of his Russian original. I had
no access to the original.
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